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CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION

Metal cutting is a plastic deformation process char-

acterized by large strains, exceptional'.y high strain rates,

and few constraints on the deformation which occurs in a small

volume. Each of these factors cause metal cutting to be a

unique process, difficult to understand. In addition, the

dynamic shear (flow) stress and shear angle, the two vari-

ables which define the tool-workpiece interaction are not

directly measurable. They are calculated based on measure-

ments of a frequently curled, always jagged and uneven chip

and thus subject to large error. As a consequence, some of

the results predicted by the basic mechanics of the process

have never been verified. Compared with other forms of

plastic deformation, very little is known and understood

about metal cutting.

Although metallurgists have long performed single

crystal deformation experiments to learn the fundamental

aspects of several modes of deformation, relatively few

single crystal machining experiments have been performed.

In order to view small scale deformation to gain a

greater qualitative understanding of deformation processes,

1
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experiments done within a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)

or in-situ have been performed. Some have even been instru-

mented for the extraction of quantitative data. Although

there are many examples of dynamic in-situ testing in

tensile, torsional and fatigue modes of deformation, only

three examples of in-situ machining exist in the literature,

only one of which has been instrumented to measure forces

(see Chapter LI).

From the above discussions, it is clear that there is

a great deal to be gained in performing dynamic in-situ

machining experiments on single crystals with a fully in-

strumented cutting stage capable of recording the deforma-

tion (on video tape) while measuring force components,

tracking crystal orientation, as well as a clock for timing

events within a fraction of a second. Such a system would

allow for high magnification and resolution studies of

poly-crystalline mechanics as well as those of single

crystals.
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CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction

Perhaps the simplest definition of machining is the

removal of material in the form of chips from a workpiece,

usua^.],y by machine. Despite this simple definition, metal

cutting is a very complex phenomenon which is not fully

understood. The chip forming, process in metal cutting is

an extreme and unique deformation process distinguished by:

1. Exceptionally large strains. (1)

2. Unusually high strain rates resulting from ar
extremely small1astic zone (of questionable
size and shu?e).k1)

3. The rubbing over the tool rake face of a freshly
formed surface which is chemically clean and
chemically active.

4. The large number of process parameters, like
speed and feed, which can have widely varied
settings.

5. A large number of metallurgical parameters in
the workp iece and tool materials which in-
fluence the process.

While there is no agreement on the shape of the defor-

mation zone, it is, however, generally accepted that the

magnitude of the shear stress at which the cutting process

operates will be ccnstant for a given material at a given

3



temperature. It should be noted that this charact

shear stress (flow stress) is different from the flow

stress for other metal deformation processes since the

material is constrained and deformed in a unique manner.

As mentioned, metal cutting is a chip forming process.

Three types of chips have been traditionally identified

(2,3). The Type I or discontinuous chip (Figure 2.1)

occurs when a brittle work material is cut and severe

strain causes periodic fractures in the primary (shear)

deformation zone. Discontinuous chips may also be pro-

duced when ductile materials are machined at very low

speeds and high foods ( 4)The Type II or continuous chip

(Figure 2.1) is achieved in the machining of most ductile

metals. Most metal cutting research has dealt with this

chip type since it is a steady-state process. When cer-

tain conditions between the cutting tool and chip exist,

it is possible for the chip material to actually weld to

the rake face of the tool forming a built-up edge (BUE).

This BUE material increases friction which causes laver

upon layer of chip material to build up until it becomes

unstable, breaks off, and is carried away either by the

chip or the work. This is known as a Type III Chip -

continuous with a built-up edge (Figure 2.1).

`... _.
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Merchant Analysis

The classical thin zone mechanics model was first pro-

posed in this country by Merchant in 1945 (3) . The mechanics

were developed for orthogonal cutting with a TypG II chip

with a planar shear process coupled with the Following

additional assumptions:

1. The tool tip is sharp and no rubbing or plough-
ing occurs between the tool and the workptece.

2. The deformation is two-dimensional or orthogonal,
i.e., no side spread.

3. The stresses on the shear plane are uniformly
distributed.

4. The resultant force R on the chip is equal,
opposite, and colinear to the force R' to the
chip at the tool chip interface.

Merchant demonstrated the mechanism of shear with the

analogy shown in Figure 2.2 where the metal is assumed to

be displaced forward like a deck of cards. During this

process the crystal structure will elongate in a direction

defined by ^ which is different from the angle of shear.

Each element has a finite thickness AS which is displaced

through a distance OX with respect to its next closest

element. Hence the shearing strain is given by

Y	
uS
	

(2.1)

and from the geometry of Figure 2.2 it can be shown that

Y - cot (m ) + tan 4-a) 	 (2.2)

where 4 is the shear angle and a the back rake angle.

Similar geometrical reasoning also yields that the direction
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of crystal elongation is

2 cot (20) - cot 0) + tan 0-a) 	 (2.3)

where y represents the direction of elongation. Thus tho

elongation direction and shearing strain are related by

Y a 2 cot (20	 (2.4)

As previously stated, one unique characteristic of metal

cutting is its very large strain. Strains on the order of

2 to 3 or more are quite common.

Simple velocity relationships can also be derived

(from Figure 2.3) since the velocity of the chip (V C )rela-

tive to the workpiece ( Vs ) must equal the vector sum of the

velocity of the chip relative to the tool ( V c ) and the

velocity of the tool relative to the workpiece (V). Thus,

VsinM	 V	 (2.5)
C	 cos	 -a

V - -s (a)	 V	 (2.6)s cos ZO=a'T

where a is the back rake angle of the tool and ^ the shear

angle. The strain can now be expressed in terms of velo-

city as

V

Y s n m	
(2.7)

and the strain rate of the cutting process by

o S
41-

 	 cos (a)	 V
-Icos m-a 	(2.8)t 

where IX iy the thickness of the deformation zone, and of

is the time to obtain the final valme of strain. Typical

strain rate values in metal cutting are of the order of 106
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seconds -1 , a high value when compared with strains of 10-3

seconds -1 for ordinary tinsile testing and 10 3 seconds -1

for the most rapid impact tests(5).

The process of metal cutting has three identifiable

deformation zones. The primary one involve6 the periodic

shearing of the metal at the shear zone, but this is pre-

ceded by compression deformation on the workpiece. A

secondary deformation involves the contact region between

the chip and tool called the tool-chip interface. The

force components acting on the shear plane and tool-chip

interface are shown in Figure 2.4 in the free body diagram

of the chip. The shear deformation has a force acting

parallel to the shear zone (Fs ) and one normal to it (FN).

The chip surface adjacent to the rake face rubs the tool

with a velocity V c . The resulting f: • ictional force, F, is

therefore parallel to the rake facie while N is the force

normal to the friction force. All of the force components

acting on the deformation zones may be expressed in terms

of the measured force :omponents - the horizontal cutting

force F  and its perpendicular force F.,. F H is sometimes

called Fc the cutting force or Fp , th--t power force while

Fv is called Ft or F  by other authors. On the rake face

F - F  sin (a) + Fv cos (a)	 (2.9)

N - F  cos (a) - Fv sin (a'
	

( 2.10)
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the coefficient of friction u on the rake face may be

similarly expressed

F	 FH sin (a) + Fv cos (a)

u-
Ir a 

F H cos a- Fv sin 
a	 tan (S) (2.11)

where d is the friction angle. This concept cf friction

implies the friction force F and its normal N are uniformly

distributed over the tool-chip interface.

The forces along the shear zone may be written

Fs • FH cos M - Fv sin ( m) (2.12)

FN ' FH sin M + Fv cos M ( 2.13)

As will be shown, the calculation of the shear (flow)

stress, ts , requires knowledge of not only force magnitude

but also the direction of flow. In metal cutting, the

shear direction defines that direction. The shear angle

can be determined in many ways. It can be directly mea-

sured through high speed photographic methods or "quf.; k stop"

methods which terminate the deformation with the chip in-

tact so that the shear angle can be measured. The second

group of methods uses the Contin-city Theorem to relate the

dimensions and motions of the deformed chip to the unde-

formed volume. By equating the volume of the deformed and

undeformed chip

p 1 Qlb l t l M p 2 z2b2t2
	 (2.14)

where p l is the density of the undeformed chip and Zlbltl,

the length, width and thickness respectively of the ,mde-

formed chip. The subscript 2 refers to the same quantities
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for the deformed chip. The material density remains con-

stant despite the severe plastic deformation and the width

was assumed to remain constant (Assumption 2 of the Merchant

Analysis). Therefore

'l

^_ • t 1 r
1	 t2

(2.15)

where the quantity r it, called the chip thickness or chip

length ratio depending on which quantity was measured from

the chip. Further geometry reveals that r is related to

the shear direction by

tan (m) • r cos (a)
1- rs n a (2.16)

The cro:3 sectional area of the undeformed chip, A, is

clearly the product of the width of the workpiece and the

depth of cut. The inclined shear area is

A	 • b3.tl
As sin W	 sin	 (2.17)

The shear stress (T s ) and normal stres3 (on ) on the shear

plane may then be found as

F s 	FH cos 0) - Fv sin MT

s =
	

ltl /sin	
(2.18)

c •	

m)F	 F sin (0 + F cos (	
(2.19)

n
N	 H	 v

A 	 1tl /sin

During a cut, the total energy required per unit time

(power) is the product of the Horizontal force F  and the

cutting velocity V. If the total energy required per unit

time is divided by the metal removal rate, b lxt lxV, we
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obtain the energy per unit time or specific energy, u, as

FH V
u -yam	 t

FH	
(2.20)

1 1	 1 1

This specific energy may be partitioned into four portions

(6,7),

1. The shear energy per unit volume, u , required
to produce gross deformation in the shearzone

F V	 z V
us ^_ ' ssin
	 (2.21)

2. The friction energy per unit volume, u , ex-
pended as the chip slides along the rak face
of the tool

F V
of
	 b1ti	

(2.22)

3. The kinetic energy per unit volume required
to accelerate the chip (momentum specific
energy).

4. The surface energy per unit volume required
to produce the new uncut surface area.

The kinetic specific energy and surface specific energies

are negligible in typical cutting operation, thus

u= us +uf 	 (2.23)

where us accounts for approximately 75% or more of the

total energy(7).

While the force dynomometer method just described

seems to be the most prevalent in research work, there are

other ways to determine the power of energy consumed

cuttine. A wattmeter (8, 9) may be used to measure elec-

trical inputs to the machine tool but this method is
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subject to motor efficiency and friction conditions in the

machine and generally not very precise. Perhaps the oldest

method utilizes caliorimeter techniques(10, 11), A heat

balance is used to determine the energy expended. This

method is reliable but only for those machine tools whose

configurations facilitate good calorimeter enclosures.

Another method utilizes a pendulum-hammer to measure energy

consumption
(12) The hammer is dropped from one height and

rises to a different one after performing the cut. This

difference in height reflects the energy that was used in

the cutting operation. Changes in the momentum of a work-

piece and fly-wheel have been used to measure the energy

lost on a cut(13).

The idea of using a pendulum hammer and measuring the

speed before and after the cut as done in momentum machin-

ing has been employed in the design of a Standard Machining

Data (SMD) Machine (14) . The SKID Machine, a retrofitted

impact tester where the hammer has been replaced by a

cutting tool and the normal specimen holder replaced by a

piezoelectric dynamometer with a work-holding vise mounted

on top, can measure the energy absorbed in the cutting

process in two independent ways: 1) by dynamometry

(FH /b 1 t i ) and 2) by calculating the change in kinetic

energy as determined by measuring the speed of the moving

tool immediately prior to and after the cut by the use of

photo-coupled interrupter modules. Calculation of specific
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energies by changes in speed (kinetic energy) is a more

accurate measure since the errors associated with the re-

presentation and reading of the force trace are eliminated.

In addition, materials which yield non-continuous chips can

be accurately evaluated.

Shear Anale Relationships

Merchant (3) was also able to obtain a functional re-

lationship between shear angle and the friction angle. By

applying Hamilton's Minimum EnerFy Principle, a continuum

mechanics principle which states that the cutting process

will always adjust itself -to a minimum energy condition

(dFH/do - 0). Merchant obtained (3)

Many others have attempted to correlate the shear angle and

friction angle. These continuum mechanics relationships

fall into the general form

m	 C1 + C` 0-a)
	

(2.25)

where C 1 and C2 are empirical constants (1) . Lee and

Shaffer applied plasticity theory for an ideal rigid-plastic

material, while assuming that the deformation occurred on

a thin shear plane. They obtained values of + and 1 for

C1 and C 2 respectively. The Lee and Schaffer model was

subsequently modified by Cook, Shaw and Finnie (15) to

include the shear plane as one which did not have maximum

stress. They obtained
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(-t- + n' ) - ( s -a)	 (2.26)

where n' is not constant but varies with material. A

summary of these and others from this family of equations

are shown in Table 2.1.

The results of the Ernst and Merchant and Lee and

Schaffer models are shown in Figure 2.5. Neither model

compares favorably with experimental data. This, however,

is to be expected since an attempt is being made to corre-

late the two deformation zones. The phenomena at these

zones is not completely understood, nor is the chip fully

constrained so as to make standard mathematical tools

applicable. Continuum models fail for a multitude of

reasons, however. In general they tend to make simplifying

assumptions which are not entirely correct; i.e., that

stress on the rake face is uniformly distributed or that

the shear plane is (or is not) a plane of minimum energy

or maximum stress. Continuum models do not take the mat-

rial being machined and its properties into account.

Another method for predicting the shear angle uses

Hill's Deformation Criteria to suggest that

• ^0 + Co	 (2.27)

where C is an empirical constant, a the surface slope of the

workpiece, and ^ 0 the shear angle at zero surface slope.

Using this criteria Kainth and Gupta (17) have obtained

values of the constant C ranging from 0.2 to 1.0. All

authors have concluded that C is not a material constant
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and depends on the rake angle, surface slope, and steady

state shear angle (17) . Thus the results of this type of

modeling have not been very successful. One of the more

sophisticated continuum mechanics approached was by

Kobayashi and Thomsen (18) who employed the Limit-Load

Theorem and two new parameters, the effectiveness of the

machine tool and the machinability of the workpiece to

derive angle relationships and force relationships for

orthogonal cutting. This analysis assumes a relationship

between the shearing process at the shear plane and the

friction process on the rake face (without proof or de-

tailed consideration to the nature of the relationship).

This analysis also assumes the shear to take place so as

to consume minimum energy. This has been shown not to be

the case by Ramalingam and Hazra in the machining of single

crystals (19) but this approach may yet prove to be valid

if a balance is considered between the tool-chip contact

area and its loads with respect to the shear area and its

loads.

Such an approach was taken by Rowe and Spick 
(20) where

the thin zone approximation is used and the shear angle re-

lationship is derived without reference to external forces

and witho,,.it assuming either a distribution or concept of

secondary shearing stresses. Since it is not externally

constrained, the shear plane is assumed to adopt a position

such that the total energy expended in the system (the
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total energy expended on the shear plane plus the rake

face) is minimum.

Considering first the rate of work done on the thin

shear plane, it can be shown that

dWs -	 - T s t lwlVco• (a )

Ws —t F 8Va	 s n m , cos -a

	
(2.28)

where W s represents the shear work rate. Therefore, if the

cutting conditions (t i , wl , V) are held constant, the rate

of work on the shear plane will be proportional to the

shear strain, cosm /sino cos (s -c:) .

The work rate on the rake face is needed to assess

the total work rate and may be written as

dWf 	 T 
fw2Z Vsin ((P )

Wf 	— t	 FVc	 cos 4 -a

	
(2.29)

where W  is the frictional work rate, T f the frictional

shear stress and Z the contact length.

Thus the total work may be written as the sum of the

friction and shear work rates as follows

Tst1W1VcosaTfw2ZVsinm

W Ws + Wf	

+

sinocos m-a	 cos m=a'r—. (2.30)

The optimal shear angle, 0, is that angle which

minimizes the total work rate, W. As shown in Figure 2.6,

the frictional work rate continuously increases with in-

creasing shear angle (Curve 1) while the shear work rate

(Curve 2) is a concave function of shear angle. As a

result, the sum of the work rates (Curve 3) is a concave

function with a distinct shear angle for minimum energy.
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It should be noted that under "perfect" conditions of zero

friction, that all materials should shear at 45•.

A variation of this method (21) assumes that the fric-

tion on the rake face itrises from areas of both sticking

and sliding friction due to a non-uniform distribution of

shear stresses. The shear stress on the rake face is cal-

culated from an "average" tool-chip contact length, which

is a weighted average of the sticking region of constant

shear stress and linearly decreasing shear stress over the

remaining length. Machining experiments weri performed on

five workpieces with zero degree back rake angle carbide

tool$ (21). Predicted values of shear angle for titanium

and free machining steel were fairly close to the experi-

mentally determined values, ,chile nickel, copper, and low

carbon iron showed poor agreement. One reason for this lack

of agreement for the latter three materials is their side-

spread during machining (i.e., a tack of adherence to

plane strain conditions).

Energy rate methodology has also been applied to the

three dimensional metal cutting problem(22, 23, 24), Usui,

et al. partitioned the energy for the oblique cut into shear

and frictional components using some orthogonal cutting

geometric relationships and applying them as an approxima••

tion to the oblique case. The result is a complex descrip-

tive model of the energy consumed in metal cu :ing expressed

as a function of tool geometry, shear angle, cutting
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parameters (depth, width, speed), dynamic shear stress as

well as friction angle, which is simulated to determine the

shear angle that minimizes the total energy. However, the

calculation of the friction angle necessitates that experi-

ments be performed at equivalent orthogonal conditions and

the results applied to the three dimensional case. Thus

the model is not predictive in nature and assumes uniform

shear and normal stress distributiors on the rake face.

As utilized by the authors, empirical expressions for

shear friction angles were developed as functions of back

rake angle and the component forces predicted for minimum

energy. Thus the approach taken is really empirical.

Thick Zone Models

Besides the thin-zone models already mentioned, num-

erous thick-zone models have been developed. Palmer and

Oxley (25) used cine film to monitor the paths of individual

gra ns along the side of the workpiece. Their experimen-

tally determined slip-line field and their basic model

of the cutting process is shown in Figure 2.7. Careful

observation of the figure shows that the chip is curved

so as not to contact the tool until some distance up

the rake face. The resultant force is shown to pass

directly through the center of this contact. These

assumptions are tenuous at best.
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Okushina and Hitomi (l) have done another thick-zone

analysis which disregards slip-line fields and attempts to

describe the deformation zone only utilizing the geometry

of its boundaries. This analysis attempts to describe the

shear process in terms of a speculative region in size,

shape, and boundary conditions. This model was not totally

successful either (see Figure 2.8).

It is difficult to give much credibility to thick-zone

models, especially since the use of the scanning electron

microscope to examine interrupted cut specimens of dynamic

operations (26) has conclusively shown the deformation zone

to be a narrow region, but not necessarily a flat plane.

Dislocation Mechanics

Being an unbounded process, there are ob •.i.ous diffi-

culties in obtaining a complete description of the cutting

process utilizing continuum mechanics. Work has started

in describing the process on a much more fundamental level,

on the basis of line defects in the material (called dis-

locations) and their motions, interactions, annihilations,

and multiplication. Dislocation Mechanics, besides deal-

ing with the process on a more fundamental level, also gives

physical insight into the experimentally proved constancy

of the shear stress (or dynamic shear str -.;).

The shear stress has been shown to be related to the

shear modulus G, dislocatio , i density P, and Burgers Vector b.

Y'
y
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An early study by Von Turkovich (27) applied this analysis

to metal cutting obtaining

T 8 - aGbP 1/2	(2.31)

where a is a constant. This model was based on the vacancy

supersaturation induced climb of the dislocation as the

controlling process in dynamic recovery to reach saturation

hardening. This model has been shown fairly Mood correla-

tion with the results of Ramalingam (19) but not with a as

originally derived.

Stacking fault energy has also been shown to influence

flow stress(27, 28). Black (28) correlated the stacking

fault energy parameter Y/bG to the flow stress. The dimen-

sios• less parameter Y /bG was believed to be the principal

factor which determines the work hardening behavior of fcc

metals when Y is the stacking fault energy, b, the Burgers

Vector and G the shear modulus of elasticity. Compression

ahead of the shear produces a dislocation cell structure,

which mist be rearranged in some way by the shear process.

Normally, dislocations must recombine in order to penetrate

or circumvent barriers. This requires energy in the form

of the applied stress which is developed during cutting.

The model requires dislocation reassociation and measures

the extent of dissociation by the stacking fault energy

which reflects the energy needed for recombination. It is

therefore reasonable to assume the relationship between the
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dynamic shear stress and the stacking fault energy. A high

correlation was found and is shown in Figure 2.9(28).

The use of the scanning electron microscope to study

the fundamental mechanism in metal cutting has revealed the

process to be a discontinuous one(26, 28, 29, 30, 3:).

These studies show lamellae of the order of 2 to 4 um

separated by very thin planes known as shear fronts of
0

thickness 200 to 400 A. The periodic spacing observed is

rather invariant to changes in the cutting conditions, being

most influenced by crystallography which also influences

the shear direction.

The most complete dislocation model of the cutting

process has been done by Black
(32)

The model is based on

the intermittent nature of the cutting process with dislo-

cation sources operating from the tip of the tool. There

is a rapid build-up in applied stress as the new disloca-

tions from the tool tip intersect (pile-up against) the

metastable subcell structures. When applied stress becomes

sufficiently large, the new dislocations will cause some

rearrangement of the metastable cells. A catastrophic shear

front develops as a narrow band. The shear fronts develop

in waves or sets, with a 2 to 4 um spacing. There should

be considerable heat generated during this stage. The

catastrophic shear releases the applied strain energy and

a sharp drop in the shear stress results, but very quickly
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builds up again. The drop in shear stress cannot, however,

be ordinarily detected since the shear front is microscopic

and occurs in sets to form the lamella, and is not properly

oriented for observation (see Figure 2.10).

The Cottrell-Stokes Law partitions the flow stress of

a material into two portions - a thermally dependent por-

tion Td and temperature independent part T  where

T 8 • T d t 
T 
	 (2.31)

Black analogously models the dynamic shear stress as

Tg	
TSF 

+ tL	 (2.32)

where TSF 
is the thermally activated flaw stress in the

shear frc:nt and T L is the athermally activated flow stress

in the lamella. T L is due mainly to dislocation intersec-

tion while TSF is 
due mainly to the rearrangement of the

metastable cell structure previously described. While not

every premise of this model has been experimentally proven,

it does, however, provide a reasonable and complete explana-

tion of the process.

Additional Observations of the Cutting Process

As previously stated, metal cutting is a process in

which intense plastic deformation takes place with extremely

high strain rates. This has prompted some theories to

attempt to connect the dynamic shear stress to strain rate

and temperature. Bailey and Bhanvadia (33) have suggested

that the deformation at the rake face of the tool may be
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thermally activated. They have attempted to correlate the

temperature, velocity modified temperature, and strain rate

with flow stress. They have used dislocation mechanics to

explain the fundamentals of flow stress, but have used a

thick-zone model with three zones of deformation to model

the temperature-strain rate interaction.

The work of Sata (34) also states that changing tempera-

tune and strain rate effects flow stress. In a thick-zone

analysis, he developed a velocity modified temperature

which he believes to be the only parameter controlling

flow stress. It is interesting to note that experimental

work has shown dynamic shear stress to increase at excep-

tionally low strain rates (less than 2 x 10 4 sec -1 for

copper) and remain constant for higher ones (25) . Specific

cutting energy has shown a similar trend (4)

Although there is still controversy regarding the

theory and modelling of metal cutting there is, however,

one concept which is generally accepted - that dynamic

shear stress is a material constant over an extremely wide

range of cutting conditions (see Table 2.2).

Single Crystal Machining

The plasticity of metal single crystals has been

studied for many years in order to gain insights into the

dislocation and workhardening behavior of metals. Much of

the earl} work, as summarized by Schmidt and Boas (36) and

I 

F_
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later by Mitchell (37) dealt with fcc crystals. By the mid

fifties, transmission electron microscopy techniques were

developed to image dislocations in thin foils directly.

At this time, microscopists routinely employed ultramicro-

tomy techniques to obtain thin films from biological

materials (composites of tissue and embedding plastics)

for TEM examination and so it was natural for the microtomy

technique to be used to obtain thin films of metals for TEM

examination. These studies appear to be the first attempts

to machine single crystals, as microtomy is a very refined

version of orthogonal machining, generally employing dia-

mond knives. These researchers quickly discovered that the

thin films produced by microtomy had extensive dislocation

tangles and complex arrangements due to the machining

deformation, so microtomy techniques were, for the most

part, discarded as a technique for obtaining thin films

(most researchers turned to chemical or electrochemical

thinning). As it was their objective to obtain thin films

and not to study the process by which the films were made,

few of the early investigators were concerned with the

basic mechanism of machining, nor did they instrument their

apparatus to measure cutting forces. Thus little quanti-

tative information can be obtained from these early studies.

Clarebrough and Oglivie (38) were perhaps the first to

machine single crystals in the late 1940's. Their c+'ork

was published in 1950 by the American Society of Metals
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in a book which contained papers by the best known metal

cutting researchers, of that era. As a result, this work

is relatively unknown and unrecognized. Clarebrough and

Oglivie microtomed large grained polycrystals of lead

(99.99% pure with the average grain size being 5 mm) pro-

duced by twenty-four hour annealing at 300 • C. Grain

boundaries as well as shear direction and chip morphology

were clearly distinguishable by light microscopy.

All of the microtome cuts were performed using a High

Speed Steel tool with a 0.00015 inch edge radius and 60-

degree back rake angle. The depth of cut was kept constant

at 0.0001 inch.

These cutting experiments revealed transverse markings

across the top of the chip, perpendicular co the direction

of cut. These transverse markings of lamella were seen

to change periodicity when cutting a grain of different

orientation. An accompanying change in shear direction

was also observed. A built-up edge was also found to in-

fluence lamella spacing.

If a BUE was formed and the shear angle was small,

the compression deformation ahead of the tool was observed

to be greater than when no built-up edge was formed and

the shear angle was large. Thus a strong correlation was

found between crystallographic orientation and lamella

spacing as well as shear direction and built-up edge.

J_
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R. Phillips at AEON Laboratories in England, machined

single crystals in the late 1950's (39,40) , 
A microrome with

a diamond knife: with 50' knife angle was used. Cutting

speeds of 30 cm/s and depths of cut on the order of 100

microns were employed to obtain specimens for transmission

electron microscopy. FCC aluminum and copper, as well as

HCP magnesium and zinc metals, were machined. The maximum

density FCC (111) plane was found to be the primary active

slip plane, with some slip also occurring on the (100)

plane. Thus, more than one slip system was activated.

Further tests 
(41) were performed on crystals with a

(110) (100] orientation. An attempt was made to align the

(111) plane approximately with the expected shear direction.

Again, two slip directions were found when machining these

aluminum single crystals and the chips varied in thickness

by +152 indicating that the shear direction may have changed

during the cut and multiple slip systems were operative.

The chips displayed a classical shear front-lamella struc-

ture which could easily be distinguished from the more

broadly spaced machine tool chatter markings(42).

Work by V. A. Phillips 
(43,44,45) 

reviewed and refined

the microtomy techniques for metals but again the objective

was to ob!.3in thin films for optical and transmission

electron microscopy While Phillips machined and discussed

mostly polycrystals, he did observe that the most important

factor controlling the deformation shear direction was the

A
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crystallographic orientation which also affected the shear

front-lamella periodicity. Selected area diffraction (SAD)

revealed in copper alumina chips that slip occurred on

the (111) plane.

Ahlers and Vassamillet also microtomed copper alloys

using diamond knives with similar tool geometry and speed

of 0.38 tam/sec (46) . High dislocation densities in the

chips on the order of 10 11 per square centimeter were

verified. In addition to dislocation networks, long,

straight fault bands were observed in pure copper and

Cu-5at.2 Ge and not ir, Gu-9.5 at.% Ge. The dislocations

were arranged in irregular networks in the Cu and Cu-5

at.% Ge while in Cu-9.5 at.% Ge parallel bundles of dislo-

cations formed in planar arrays. No extended stacking

faults or twins were observed in Cu-9.5 at.% Ge. This was

attributed to the decrease in stacking fault energy with

increase in germanium solute.

Oguta(47, 48) microtomed aluminum single crystals

(99.998'% pure) with 50° cutting angle, 0.5 to 1.5 m/sec

cutting speed and 100A depth of cut. Differences in shear

direction (i.e., chip thickness) were observed to depend

on orientation. Plastic deformation from the cutting

process appeared to cause the formation of sub-boundaries

and twin-bands. Some thin sections of aluminum were

thought to have recrystallized due to irradiation caused

by the 100kV electron bears.
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Black 
(49) 

machi,.- d copper and aluminum single crystals

in various orientations while systematically increasing the

depth of cut. The periodicity of the shear fronts was cor-

related with depth of cut up to about 5 to 10 um, beyond

which the periodicity held constant for a given orientation.

The structure was termed shear front-lamella and shown to

be the fundamental structure in chip formation(30, 50).

More recently, work has been reported wherein the

process has been instrumented to measure cutting forces

for a given orientation so that flow stress could be cam-

puted (1	 S	 `). These studies verified that the cutting

forces as well as the shear angle vary with crystallographic

orientation for aluminum and copper single crystals.

Williams and Gane, working with high purity copper(51),

found resolved shear stress to be 40% lower in crystals

which had a (111) plane nriented close to the shear direc-

tion versus having the (111) plane parallel to the cutting

direction. The latter orientation also resulted in thinner

lamella.

Ramalingam and Hazra (19) machined single crystal 1100

aluminum in a variety of orientations and found that while

the shear direction and cutting forces varied with orienta-

tion, the shear stress was constant, for the 39 orienta-

tions tested. The dynamic shear stress obtained was con-

sistent with polycrystalline values.
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Horne (52) constructed a vacuum planing machine to per-

form orthogonal cuts on (110) single crystals at speeds up

to 1 ma -1 (197 sfpm) in vacuum down to 10 -6 torn. Tools

were made of T1 steel which had been hardened and tempered

to 850 VPN with 40 0 back rake angle and instrumented with

strain gauges to measure horizontal and vertical cutting

forces.

Copper and aluminum single crystal workpieces were

grown from high purity melt using seed crystals. Specimens

were 3mm (0.12 in.) thick, initially 20 mm (0.79 in.) wide

and cut by spark erosion into lengths of 80 mm (3.15 in.).

..11 single crystal, had a (110) face with differing cutting

directions. Copper crystals of <100 , < 110> and < 211',

orientations as well as aluminum <100> and <211 N crystals

were machined at approximately 100 um depth of cut and

speed of 20 mms -1 (3.94 sfpm). The setup is shown in

Figure 2.11.

In single crystal plane cutting the direction of shear

was found to vary with crystallographic direction in both

air and vacuum environment, with the air environment con-

sistently yielding a lower shear angle for a given orien-

tation (see Tables 2.3 and 2.4).

The flow stress of aluminum was found to be invariant

with respect to crystallographic orientation, consistent

with the work of Ramalingam and Hazra(19) . Copper on the

other hand, exhibited variations in the resolved shear
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stress with orientation. These findings are consistent

with the work of Williams and Gane (41) . However, the

contrast between the favorable (110) <100 > orientation

and the unfavorable (110) <211> orientation was not as

marked, being on the order of 122. The flow stress of

the polycrystalline copper was determined to have a value

intermediate between the favorable and unfavorable orienta-

tions and did not take on the highest (unfavorable) re-

solved shear stress as previously reported(51).

Thus, an apparent contradiction has been confirmed

with copper having an orientation dependent shear stress

and aluminum being orientation independent. It is sug-

gested that this difference is due to stacking fault energy

(SFE) differences between copper and aluminum(42).

Aluminum with a high SFE (200 ergs/cm) has narrowly sepa-

rated partial dislocations which can readily recombine,

allowing cross-slip to take palce. This relatively easy

movement of dislocations on multiple slip planes could

explain the lack of dependence of the flow stress on

orientation. Copper has a lower SFE (55 ergs/cm) and

therefore widely separated partials which makes cross-slip

much more difficult. Therefore, when the slip plane is

aligned with the shear plane, slip can occur much more

readily with a subsequent drop in shear stress.

In the case of the copper (110) <110> specimens, the

shear direction appeared to take on two distinct values,
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"flipping" two or three rimes over the 80mm (3.15 in.)

length of cut. This behavior was seen in the chip by sharp

drastic changes in chip thickness. In the (110) 110>

orientation, the resolved shear stress on the (111) and

(111) planes should be approximately the same (see Figure

2.12). Therefore, this behavior may be explained due to

variations in rake face friction. Increased resistance to

chip flow would favor the operation of the lower shear

plane. Should the resistance to chip movement subsequently

decrease, possibly because the structure resulting from

the primary shearing process now makes slip along the rake

face crystallographically more favorable, there is a return

to the higher plane.

To date, only one experiment has attempted to machine

continuously changing crystallographic orientations of a

single crystal(53, 54)	 Single crystal copper discs were

sliced (using EDM wire cutter) from a 1k" bar of (100)

oriented c ,-pper single crystal. These discs were metallur-

gically polished and a mounting hole was placed in the

center, so they could be orthogonally machined, as shown

in Figure 2.13. The plane of the disc was a (100) plane.

The discs were x-rayed to determine their crystallographic

orientation with respect to a marking line placed on the

side. the discs were mounted as shown in Figure 2.14 and

orthogonally machined with tools having three different
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rake angles (back rake angle, x - 19.3°, 29.3	 and

39.6°). Plunge cutting (tool feed perpendicular to axis

of rotation of workpiece) was performed at a depth of cut

of .0025 inches per revolution and an rpm of 12. This

resulted in the cutting speed decreasing from about 3.75

sfpm at the start to about 2.9 sfpm at the finish. This

25% decrease in speed over the entire duration of the

experimental cuts was not observed to have any effect on

the results.

In the orthogonal machining of single crystal copper

discs, the cutting forces were found to be very sensitive

to crystallographic orientation and to vary in a repeatable

and consistent manner (see Figures 2.15 to 2.17, Table 2.5).

Within one complete revolution of the disc, the force

pattern displayed is repeated four times or every one-

fourth revolution as the crystallography presented to the

tool is repeated.

Shear angle was also found to vary with crystallo-

graphic orientation in a repeatable and consistent manner.

The pattern is shown in Figure 2.18. Note that the shear

angle varies inversely to the cutting force, as expectad.

As the shear angle increases, the cutting forces decrease

and visa versa. Thus, as the disc is continuously reorien-

ted, minimum forces are associated with maximum shear

angles.
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Figure 2.15. Force Traces for the Vertical Cutting Force,
F and the Horizontal Cutting Force, Ft. for
acTool With a Back Rake Angle o f 19.3°t
Orthogonal Cutting, Copper Sing.: Crystal
Feed - .0025 Inches per Revolution
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Careful observation of the cutting force variations in

Figures 2.15 to 2.17 shows that for large rake angles,

within each quarter revolution, the primary cutting force,

FH, was observed to have a major peak, major valley, as

well as a minor peak and valley. Thus within the same 90°

rotation, the shear angle starts at a maximum value (major

peak), falls to a minor valley, increases to a minor peak

and decreases to a minimum value (major valley). The minor

peaks tend to fade out as the rake angle is increased so

that for small rake angles, only major peaks and valleys

are observed and the average force, F H , is increased.

This is an extremely important observation and indicates

the sensitivity of the process to material crystallography.

It was also observed that as the rake angle increased, the

magnitude difference, i.e., the distance from the maximum

F H peak to minimum valley, decreased. This goes along with

a general observation in cutting, i.e., cutting forces

decrease for larger positive rake angles. However, as the

peak to valley distance decreased, minor peaks and valleys

appeared. This information is totally new and no doubt

would have gone undiscovered had the experiment not been

performed in this manner. This could be a reaffirmation

of multiple slip systems operating for large back rake angle

tools, as observed by Horne (52) , who used large rake tools

(a = 40°), because when the back rake angle was decreased,

the minor peaks and valleys tend to fade out (Figure 2.15).

r



Unfortunately, from the experiments performed

appears to be no obvious relationship between shear direc-

tion and crystallography. The effect of stacking fault

energy on shear angle has been examined previously by

Black (32) but in polycrystals. It was found that varying

the SFE of a material does influence the shear angle but

that the effect was not great.

Recent single crystal experiments by Ueda and Iwata(55)

on $-brass have been performed in the scanning electron

microscope. Experiments were performed on (001) and (101)

plates 1 mm thick, 5 mm wide and 20 mm thick with 0° and

20° back rake diamond tools. Several cutting directions

(on non-specific Miller Indices) were chosen for each

orientation with cutting direction directly influencing

chip type (i.e., continuous or discontinuous).

The shear angle, component cutting forces and shear

stress were found to be orientation dependent. However,

no systematic variations of these quantities v 	 observed.

In addition, the coincidence of maximum force anc- ..inimum

shear angle was clearly observed for (0')1) s-brass but not

in the (101) orientation. The (001) orientation also

showed marked periodicity within a period of 90° as has

copper (43, 44) with the minimum shear stress occurring with

a (010) cutting direction.
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Summary of Single Crystal Machining Results

Single crystal machining experiments have added much

to our understanding of the chip forming processes. To

summarize the more important points:	 j

1. The shear process in chip formation process is

intermittent with the shear fronts forming a

lamella structure in the chip.

2. Lamellae periodicity is found to decrease with

increasing speed and depth of cut and to be

material dependent.

3. Shear direction is very sensitive to crystallo-

graphic orientation.

4. Cutting forces are sensitive to crystallographic

orientation and act in oppositi.oa to the shear

direction with maximum forces coinciding with
minimum shear angle.

5. For fcc metals the most favorable cutting orien-

tation (lowest force) is having the (111) plane

inclined approximately parallel to the direction

of shear.

6. No simple relationship between shear direction

and crystallography was found.

7. The constancy of dynamic shear stress with orien-

tation cannot be proven for all materials and

appears to be true only for high Stacking Fault

Energy materials.
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Introduction to In-Situ Testing

The SEM is currently recognized as a good analytical

tool for extracting " s,tatic" quantitative information

about the structural parameters of solids
(
56)However,

visualization of dynamic events is of vital importance to

the proper formulation of mathematical models of those

events (57) as well as the qualitative formulation of the

event. The SEM, due to its high degree of freedom in

specimen translation and its large optical working distance

is a prime candidate for performing dynamic (in-situ)

experiments with direct observation and recording of defor-

mation processes on T. V. video tapes.

To date in-situ experiments have been performed on a

variety of materials ranging from metals to ceramics to

textiles. Several modes of deformation have also been in-

vestigated - friction and wear(58, 59), tensile testing(60,

61) ^creep (62) , and metal cutting(57, 63, 64, 65, 66)• In

each case the dynamic, in-situ studies provided more

quantitative information as well as greater insights into

the mode of deformation being studied.

In-Situ Tensile Testing

Most of the early in-:situ stress/strain work was

carried out for textiles and textile fibers (56) . Dingley

(67) designed and constructed a tensile straining stage in

which extension and load (up to 10 kg) could simultaneously

be measured to facilitate the study of the deformation
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mechanisms involved. Joy and Newbury 
60) 

later used this

same type stage in a Stereoscan Mk.l fitted with selected

area channelling facilities and T. V. scan in order to

study the tensile deformation on the specimens strained on

the tensile stage. Manual straining or constant strain

rate tests could be run with the stage continuously moni-

tored applied load and engineering strain.

The minimum selected probe size was ten microns, the

beam divergence 3X10 -3 radians and the beam current 5X10-9

amps. The minimum selected probe size was capable of being

varied by adjusting a third lens in the SEY without chang-

ing the beam divergence or probe size. Electropolished or

chemically polished specimens of tin, lead, aluminum and

copper of minimum 99.9% purity were used. All tests were

carried out at variable temperatures with a constant strain

rate of 1X10-3/sec.

At low temperatures the effects of deformation on the

microstructure are the appearance o` slip bands and the de-

velopment of surface topography. The slip bands are

equally spaced with an initial spacing of about twenty

microns which decreases with increasing strain to about

five microns. Multiple slip was observed on many grains

prior to failure. The selected area channelling pattern

technique demonstrated that the pattern contrast decreases

with increasing deformation and that the width of the fine
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lines in the channelling pattern increases with increasing

deformation. In tensile deformation at elevated tempera-

tures, all materials tested became more ductile as the grain

size decreased and those below ten microns approached

superplasticity. The deformation produced similar rota-

tions, but considerable grain boundary sliding was observed

in the fine grain materials with the total pattern rotation

composed of both grain and lattice rotation. Dynamic re-

crystallization was also observed during the deformation

of large grained samples, but not with small grained

samples.

Further tensile tests were performed by Lashmore, et.

a1. (61) 
who developed tensile specimens which were parti-

cularly well suited for SEM applications in that the speci-

men can be prepared in the form of a narrow strip with

parallel edges and a reasonably uniform thickness. In

tension, this type of specimen will exhibit uniform uni-

axial stresses. The method of preparation uses a combina-

tion of photofabrication and conventional twin jet electro-

polishing and allows specimen preparation without mechanical

preparation which is quite desirable.

The application of tensile loads where the strain

rate is quite low and the temperature high by Pond, et. al.,

(62) has paved the way for in-situ creep studies. The

tensile specimens were rut from 99.997 pure polycrystalline
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aluminum sheet and annealed for two hours at 350°C to en-

sure the thermal stability of the microstructure. An

Al-Mg-Si alloy was also investigated. This in-situ re-

vealed the following:

a. The sliding is intermittent and variable in

a particular boundary.

b. The activation energy observed for sliding at

times appeared to be that for grain boundary

diffusion and in some other measurements cor-

responds to bulk diffusion.

C.	 Both solutes and precipitates impede sliding

but the solutes impede crystal deformation far

more than the sliding process.

d. The grain strain is frequently a function of

the sliding strain.

e. Sliding is often accompanied by migration.

f. Low angle grain boundaries do not slide

extensively.

These observations were then used to verify a dislocation

model for grain boundary behavior during high temperature

creep.

In-Situ Friction and Wear Studies

A few dynamic friction and wear studies have been

attempted. An apparatus for in-situ friction measurement

(58)was developed for use in a SEM 5G electron microscope,
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A specimen holder was devised which allows rotational move-

ment of the foil specimen in the beam optical axis.

Friction tracks can then be produced in well-defined crys-

tallographic direction. The displacement in the tribometer

is produced by two inversely synchronized pitch motors.

These motors are fixed on the microscope table with a gear

reducer and automatic magnetic clut:h. For the tribometer,

a maximum torque of 40 Nm is given by a shielded galvano-

meter. The system was also instrumented to measure forces.
0

This sytem requires thick foil (>4500 A) for reproducible

results. Friction tracks were obtained at speeds as slow

as 0.3 m/s. It was interesting to observe that the coeffi-

cient of friction remained almost zero until evidence of

dislocations appeared on the screen.

The subsequent dynamic wear study (59, 60) was per-

formed at the Lewis Research Center in Cleveland, using a

pin and disc apparatus (Figure 2.19). A disc specimen is

mounted on an adapter to the rotary specimen feed through.

The surface of the disc is inclined 70° with respect to

the incident beam allowing the disc-pin interface to be

viewed from the near side. A variable speed electric motor

and gear train provides for disc rotation from 0.001 to 5.0

rpm in either direction (clockwise or counter-clockwise).

Thus, either the prow or wake of the rider disc contact carp

be viewed. Forces can also be monitored on an oscillo-

graph and the deformation video-taped. 'An this study the

q-
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wear behavior of pure tungsten carbide was characterized by

both fracture and plastic flow. Visual evidence suggests

that during sliding, fracture is initiated by plastic de-

formation of the tungsten carbide. Cemented carbides were

found to wear in a similar fashion but accelerated as the

cobalt binder is etched away. The friction and wear of

cermets was found to be related to the cementing properties

as opposed to changes in its mechanical properties since the

worn particles have approximately the same composition as

the bulk materials.

In-Situ SEM_Metal Cutting

The physical evidence gathered to support the essential

elements of the dislocation models like those proposed by

Black are post mortem in nature in that the microscopy

studies were carried out on the chips following machining.

To ascertain the true dynamic nature of cutting, high

magnification (up to 10,000x) in-situ cutting in the SEM

is required.

The first such study(57, 63, 64) was performed in a

JEOL JSM-U3 Scanning Electron Microscope (Figure 2.20).

This instrument has a sturdy goniometer which accepts the

specimen stage in a dovetail (Figure 2.21). The cutting

stage attaches to the stage dovetail. The cutting tool,

"T", made of hardened tool steel, is rigidly attached to

the stage while the workpiece, "W", mounted on the dovetail
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side, is driven against the rigidly fixed tool by an

accurately guides screw, "S", with pitch of forty threads

per inch. A, 0.625 inch length of cut and depths of up to

0.005 inches are passible in a steel specimen of 0.040 inch

thickness.

This setup utilizes a motor, "M", whic'a is external to

the SEM (Figures 2.22 and 2.23). Translation of the speci-

men past the tool is done through the specimen pre-

evacuation air lock chamber seal, "A", which permits the

sue of the large, reversible gear head motor to be mounted

externally, eliminating problems of electrical interference

within the SEM or vacuum system. The motor is rigidly

attached to the external end of the specimen rod, "R", and

drives the specimen by a pin and spline arrangement which

permits considerable misalignment without binding. Further,

the motor is suspended from the column by a spring system,

"Sp", in order to minimize seal wear due to the weight of

the motor and minimize vibration problems during operation.

A video tape recorder was used to record the cutting process

at magnifications up to 5000X.

The ynamic observation of the micromorphology demon-

strated that post mortem type studies were representative of

the cutting process in that the process does occur hetero-

geneously. It was also found that interrupting the cut by

stopping the drive motor causes a gradual cessation of the
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Figure 2.22. Deformation Stage (DS) With Rod (R)
Connected to the Motor (M) and the
Stage Through the Airlock Seal Plate
(A). Motor Reversible so Work Can
be Withdrawn From Cut
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Figure 2,23. Deformation Stage in Place (Not Visible)
With Airlock Plate in Place and Motor
Suspended by Spring (Sp) from the Column
of a JSM-U3 SEM. Because of its Stage
and Specimen Insertion Design, the U3 is
Uniquely Suited for Deformation Studies
of This Nature
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heterogeneous plastic flow but the deceleL,ation produced no

variations in the morphology. The shear fronts were also

found to be formed discretely and discontinuously in time,

in that at any instant several may occur, and they do so at

regular intervals in the region ahead of the cut. The shear

fronts were observed to propagate towards the lateral free

surfaces (sides and top of the chi, . The expulsion of

second phase particles in front of the tool during the cut

was interrreted as demonstrating that there is compression

deformation ahead of the cut. This first in-situ cutting

experiment was thus able to provide insight into the cutting

process and was the seed for further work in the area. These

observations were all made on the free surfaces, where plane

stress r..JL.-'itions exist and can only be assumed to repre-

sent internal deformation, where plane strain conditions

exist.

Dynamic cutting tests in the SEM were also performed by

Iwata and Udea(65, b6), They performed two separate studies -

one involving crack nucleation and its propagation in discon-

tinuous chip formation (65) and the other on the effect of

Lead on the crack behavior of leaded free machining stee1(66).

A synchronous motor was mounted which drives a cutting

shaft, where the cutting shaft moves the workpiece into the

tool to perform an orthogonal cut. In the second study in-

volving the effect of lead on crack behavior, a heater near

the ?late-like workpiece was capable of generating bulk work-

piece temperatures as high as 8000 C. A thermocouple was used
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to continuously monitor workpiece temperature. In addition,

a dynamometer has been mated with the cutting shaft to

measure forces. Forces were monitored and the chip forma-

tion process monitored and recorded on video tape.

In an attempt to study crack nucleation and propagation

a 60-40 brass of the composition shown in Table 2.6 was

machined at the conditions shown in Table 2.7 and examined

dynamically at magnifications of up to 5000X.

Examination of the slip line field in the initial stage

of the discontinuous chip formation shows a plastic deforma-

tion region around the cutting edge. Also, crack nucleation

is observed to occur on the mach-Lned surface at a finite

distance (a few ten um) from the cutting edge and the nuclea-

tion appears to be associated with the cavitation that occurs

around the poi:t where the machined surface separates from

the flank of the cool. Iwata and Udea observed that this

crack then grows along the shear band as the local effective

strain increases ahead of the tool with velocity of propaga-

tion increasing. When the crack tip reaches around halfway

between the cutting edge and free surface, a high strain con-

centration occurs in the shear band and propagates rapidly.

The cutting force in the experiment continues to increase as

the crack propagates until the crack grows to about one-half

of the final fracture length where it then decreases to about

407. of the maximum. Furthermore, it was verified that the

fracture of a discontinuous chip of the type of brassexamined
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Table 2.6. Chemical Compositions of the
Material (wtz)

Element	 Cu	 Pb	 Fe	 Sn	 Zn i

Weight	 59.65	 2.50	 0.53	 0.41	 Bal.t

I	 I

Table 2.7. Cutting Conditions

'::.;.I material:	 High speed steel SKH 9
Rake angle:	 +11 degrees (test 1), +9 degrees (test 2;
Depth of cut:	 88 jm (test 1), 76 um (test 2)
Width of cut:	 1025 um (test 1), 745 um (test 2)
Cucting speed:	 0.19 =/min
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is caused by a shear-type crack due to an extreme plastic

strain concentration.

In the second study, they investigated zhe dynamic

behavior of manganese sulphide (MnS) and MnS-Pb inclusions

and the effects of these inclusions on the machining of

leaded and unleaded resulfurized steels at various bulk

workpiece temperatures. Material specifications are shown

in Table 2.8 while the experimental conditions are given in

Table 2.9. An analysis of the behavior of various free

machining inclusions during the deformation process led to

the following conclusions by Iwata and Udea:

a. Both globular MnS and MnS-Pb inclusions show similar
behavior, having less deformation than the matrix.
As a result, voids form and grow in the plastic de-
formation zone at all temperatures tested (up to
8000 C).

b. Severe hydrostatic compressive stresses and high
temperatures in the shear band area cause voids
around globular MnS inclusions to reweld.

C. Rewelding is prevented in the case of globular
MnS-Pb due to the lead which surrounds the MnS
inclusion. This results in crack formation accom-
panying melted or softened lead in the shear band.

d. The chip-type is transformed from continuous (Type 1'^
to discontinuous (Type II) due to the void formation
and its growth around globular inclusions and the
reduction or tr.e matrix ductility in the blue
brittleness temperature range for the sta- =ls (both
leaded and non-leaded resulfurized).

e. Non-leaded resulfurized steels show continuous chips
with an increase in temperature due to the recovery
of matrix ductility and the rewelding of voids.

f. Leaded, resulfurized steel has discontinuous chips
due to crack formation and propagation due to MnS-Pb
inclusions.
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Table 2.8. Chemical Compositions of the
Free Machining Steels (wt%)

Work Materials
(types of inclusions) C Si Mn P S Pb	 FM YO

4sulfurised Stool A
(globular NnS)

0.070 0.010 1.130 0.046 0.207 -----	 0.0017 0.026

gosulfurited Stool s
(long ellipsoidal Nn8)

0.000 0.008 O.860 0.100 0.259 -----	 0.0040 0.024

Leaded iesulfurised Steel C 0.100 0.010 1.050 0.042 0.240 0.110	 0.0025 0.026
(globular NoS-Pb. NnS, Pb)
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Table 2.9. Cutting Test Conditions

Tool Material High Speed Steel SKH-9
Rake Angle +-20, +24 degrees
Depth of Cut Variable (0.08-0.25 mm)
Width of Cut Variable (0.80-1.30 mm)
Cutting Speeds 0.15,	 0.20,	 L.50 mm/min
Test Temperature Variable (25-800°C)
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S. Long ellipsoidal MnS inclusions and Pb inclusions
have less effect on the chip disposability than
globular MnS ana MnS-Pb inclusions since both types
do not accompany any v id formation.

Hazra, Caffarelli, and Re%-Lingam (68) also performed

in-situ experiments to determine the behavior of Type I MnS

inclusions in free machining steels. Their experiments were

performed on AISI 1213 steel (with 0.07% C, 1.09% Mn,

0.01% Si, 0.32% S, 0.08% P, 0.005% Al, and 0.005% N by

weight) with globular MrS inclusions possessing elliptical

morphology and revealing different results (or at least dif-

ferent interpretations) than Udea and Iwata. Hazra, et. al.

also found that manganese sulphide inclusions caused deco-

hesion and cavitation. However, their in-situ results re-

vealed that the MnS particles also undergo cleavage fracture

during machining as the shear front passes by. In addition,

large local plastic strains may cause the inclusion to be

ejected at low speeds. This is due to the nondeforming nature

of the MnS particles at room temperature. In addition, this

study showed that the fracture of inclusions was not suffi-

cient to account for the superior machinability of resulfer-

ized steels and that it is necessary to take their thermal

dissipation capabilities into account.

Thus, in-situ SEM cutting experiments provide useful

Insights available by no other means. It opens up a new way

to observe the metal-cutting process.



CHAPTER III

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR DYNAMIC IN-SITU CUTTING EXPERIMENTS

The scanning electron microscope (SEM) is currently

recognized as a good analytical tool for extracting "static"

quantitative information on metals. However, visualization

of dynamic events is of vital importance to the extraction of

qualitative and quantitative information that can be used in

the formulation of models of plastic deformation. The SEM,

with its high degree of freedom in specimen translation and

its large optical working distance, is a prime candidate for

performing dynamic, in-situ experiments with direct observa-

tion and recording of the deformation process.

Hearle, et al. 
(69) 

lists 15 factors which limit the

quality of an SEM image (see Table 3.1). It is instructive

to classify these degradation factors into one of four cate-

gories as follows:

1. Those which are avoided (or at least minimized) by

good SEM design and maintenance.

2. Those which are "unavoidable".

3. Factors dealing with the specimen.

4. Other factors which may be controlled (or minimized)

through proper in-situ design.

76
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and are denoted in Table 3.1. The .first three categories are

common to both static and dynamic viewing in the SEM while

category 4 highlights those which differentiate the static

experiment from the dynamic experiment. It is here that

particular care must be taken to insure a minimum of image

degradation. In addition, other physical and mechanical

considerations must be incorporated. The totality of these

considerations will influence the design of the cutting

stage, drive units and chamber seals.

Noise, vibration, and distortion from internal fields

are major design considerations for dynamic experiments and

impose unique constraints on the entire design philosophy.

Smooth-running motors should be selected to minimize noise

and vibration. Due to spatial limitations in the chamber of

the microscope as well as the possibility of creating internal

fields, motor(s) should generally be located external to the

chamber with drive shafts running through air-tight seals to

power the cutter. To minimize noise and vibration in the

stage, motors can be externally mounted on a pedestal

connected with iniversal joints to the stage.

There are additional physical considerations for effec-

tive dynamic testing. In instances where *he tool moves

relative to the workpiece as in turning, the relative motion

of tool ati: workpiece must be interchanged such that the tool

is stationary and tr.e workpiece moves pact the tool. Other-

wise, it would be necessary to refocus the electron beam to

follow the cutting action, *_hereby making it impossible to
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Table 3.1. Factors Li ting Quality of an
SEM Image( )

(3) Spot size + penetration and sp:•ead in specimen

(2) Spherical Aberration

(1) Distortion, anisotropic distortion

(1) Astigmatism, anisotropic astigmatism

(2) Space-charge distortion

(2) Diffraction

(1) Departure from symmetry

(1) Distortion by external fields

(1) Scan faults

(1) Other design or operational faults

(4) Distortion by internal fields, e.g., charging
on specimen

(3) Uncontrolled emission due to specimen charging

(4) Noise

(4) Vibration

(3) Specimen damage

(1) Avoided by good design and maintenance

(2) "Unavoidable"

(3) Specimen related factors

(4) Important design issues which differentiate
static from dynamic,. experiments
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produce high clarity video tapes of the deformation process.

For these same reasons it is necessary to design the in-

sa.:u cutting apparatus with extreme rigidity and close

tolerances in mind. This reduces the inherent elastic

deflections and misalignments which can cause the deforma-

tion "zone" to move and make the visual record difficult to

follow and understand. In a related matter, the cutting

apparatus should be tailored to an individual stage and

microscope to limit deflections and movement from a sloppy

fit.

When the motors are located outside the chamber, it

is necessary to run input drive shafts into the chamber to

connect to the in-situ device. These shafts as well as

connectors for dynamometers and other instrumentation should

pass through an air-tight seal and should themselves be

air-tight. U-ring seals are generally sufficient for

achievin3 the necssary vacuum.

Low cutting speed is critical for obtaining high

clarity video tapes. High speeds are not permissible due

to considerations of the scan rate on the SEV. This poses

an upper bound on the speed, which is further lowered by

our ability to view and comprehend the process dynamically.

Experience has shown speeds of 5/16 inch/min. and slower

to be acceptable.

While dynamic in-situ cutting experiments require more

care and planning than the static, all of the additional problems

associated with them are solvable engineering problems.



CHAPTER IV

DESIGN OF EQUIPMENT, INSTRUMENTATION AND TOOLING

EauiAment

The in-situ device developed for the orthogonal machin-

ing of disks consists of two main subsystems. The first

subsystem is a miniature lathe which performs the actual

motions *necessary for cutting and is mo= tea inside the SEM

chamber for high magnitude viewing. The second subsystem

is the drive which has the two gearmotors that power the

miniature in-situ lathe mounted on a pedestal external to

the microscope. Drive shafts which pass through an air-

tight seal connect the two subsystems. The placement of the

drive motors outside the microscope is necessitated by

internal space limitations, v-1brations, and magnetic field

interference imposes by motors. In addition, placing the

motors internally would require that they be sealed to

prevent electrical shorts and this would be extremely

dif f icu? ti- .

The primary consideration for the cutting stage is that

the tool remains stationary. Thus, the work piece must

rotate and feed. In order to do this, Lhe in-situ lathe

(shown in Figure 4.1) has an upper half (U) and lower

half (L) which, whey: bolted together, form a track which
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allows a carriage (C) to translate linearly in a highly

constrained manner. The carriage is actuated by a 40NF bolt

(D) threaded into the undercarriage and supported by the

main frame. The bolt is rotated by an incoming driveshaft

(D) after being geared down 3:1 by two small brass gears

(Gl, G2). The disk specimen (DS) is seated and fastens atop

a rotating shaft (S) which is supported by a sturdy arm (A).

Rotations of t,.:e specimen is accomplished by attachment of

a drive shaft to the worm (W) and worm wheel (W I/ combination

which %otates the shaft. In addition, the top of the shaft

has been milled square to mate with specimens that have

been broached with a square hole. Thus, there is no slippage

of the disk and it is capable of translation as well as ro-

tation with respect to the cutting tool M.

All cutting tools are made from an air hardenable low

carbon steel and sit atop a piezoelectric dynamometer (PD)

which is rigidly attached to the lower base. The entire

assembly is able to fit into the standard JEOL JSM-U3

stage with the dovetail (DT) on the in-situ lathe corres-

ponding directly to that on a standard specimen holder.

Figure 4.2 shows the in-situ lathe assembled and installed

in the main stage of the SEM.

The second subsystem consists of the means of powering

and controlling the inputs to the in-situ lathe (see

Figure 4.3). Both motors are 1/15 hp Daytons capable of

12 rpm. The rotational motor (RM) connects directly to
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ORIGINAL' PAVE
BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPJi

Figure 4.2. In-Situ Lathe Installed in
SEM Stage
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the cutting device while the feed motor (FM) is geared down

by 5:1 through a Dayton gear reducer (GR). A control box

regulates the speed and direction of the motors allowing

for varied cutting speeds and depths of cut.

The two subsystems are connected by shafts which run

through air-tight seals (S) which are built into the speci-

men exchange chamber door (CD) as shown in Figure 4.3. '.'he

entire assembly including motors and shafts are supported

on a pedestal outside the microscope as shown in Figures

4.3 and 4.4. This design allows one person to control, both

the cutting action and the microscope.

Materials

Specimens in the form of disks ware sliced from cylin-

ders of high purity (99. 99952) (001) axis zone refined

single crystals using an EDM wire cutter. Single crystal

copper specimens were 1k inches in diameter with thicknesses

ranging from .080 inches to .105 inches while the aluminum

has 1 inch diameter with thicknesses from .050 inch to

.065 inch.

Before cutting, the surface of the specimen exposed

to the SEM high energy beam was mechanically polished on

a Struers Autopolishing machine using the following

procedure:

1. 240 grit paper

2. 320 grit paper

3. 400 grit paper

7•
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4. 600 grtc paper

5. 3 micro paste with polishing cloth

6. 1 micron paste with polishing cloth

7. 0.05 micron Alumina powder with micro cloth

thus creating a virtually scratch-free mirror, finish.

t-fter polishing, Laue Back Reflection methods were

used to determine the crystallographic orientation of each

specimen. Exposure for 13 minutes to 30 KV, and 20 Mamp

was required for each exposure and orientation determined

using a Greninger graph and 20 interval Wulff Net.

In addition, the workpiece is drilled and broached

(k inch square) for mounting on a square spindle in order

to eliminate any slippage as shown in Figure 4.5.

In addition, experiments were performed on 1k inch

diameter specimens of polycrystaline TPE copper, which was

rolled from 0.125 inch to 0.065 inches to achieve a hardness

of 50 HRC and thus reduce sidespread. Disks of similar

size were made of 2024 T351 aluminum for the measurement

of shear velocity. All polycrystalline specimens received

tre same polish as the single crystals.

Instrumentation

The overall objective of this system is to enable one

to observe and measure the cutting process dynamically;

to wit:

r
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Cutting Experiments
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1. High magnification and resolution of the shear

and compression deformation for observing the

Phear angle of the process is absolutely necessary.

2. Two orthogonal force components should be monitored

at all times.

3. The orientation (rotational position of the disk

with respect to the tool tip) should be known

at all times.

4. There should be a permanent record of the defor-

mation process, cutting forces and orientation

(criteria 1, 2, 3).

5. The permanent record should be synchronized for

items 1 to 3.

6. The force and orientation should be of sufficient

resolution and updated frequenrly to accurately

reflect rapid changes in the cutting process.

The instn=entation designed and constructed reflects all

of these considerations and is shown schematically in

Figure 4.6.

High magnification and resolution of the cutting pro-

cess is achieved by performing the cut in a scanning elec-

tron microscope (SEM). A Japanese Electron Optical Micro-

scope (JEOL), type JSM U3 is used. It has built into it

an image collection system which sends a video signal (V),

to a timer (T), which numbers every frame (60 per second)

and collects the video signal. Cutting forces are se-ased
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by use of a Kistler Type 9251 Piezoelectric dynamometer (DYN)

which sends an,ilog forco signals (AFS) to be amplified (A)

and cc-.verted to a digital signal (DFS) by a digital volt-

meter (DVM). This same procedure is used for both ortho-

gonal force signals.

The position of the disk is monitored by using an

of the drive shaft

to the microscope.

d a 4 inch diameter

slot coincides with

added to the digital

is geared down by a

once for every five

optical sensor to measure the position

after it leaves the gearmotor external

A k inch slot is milled every S° aroun

disk (see Figure 4.7). Every time the

the H13B optical sensor, one degree is

counter (DC) since the worm-worm wheel

5:1 ratio. Thus, the specimen rotates

revolutions by the drive shaft.

This signal for the orientation as well as the digital

force signals are input into a character generator (C).

Here they are synchronized and combined with the timer and

video signal (T+V). The force and positional information

is updated every 1/20 of a second. The combined signal

(V+T+C) is in turn fed into a TV monitor for observation

as well as a video tape recorder for a hard copy. Thus,

the permanent record contains the visual record of the de-

formation from which the shear angle can be measured as

well as superimposed digital measurement of cutting forces

(two), orientation of specimen, time (actually a frame

counter) and a test designation number such that a frame by
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frame analysis can be performed and quantitative as well as

qualitative information extracted as shown in Figure 4.8.

Tam

All cutting tools were made from 01 oil hardening

steel. Square holes were broached (see Figure 4.9) to

allow the tools to be rigidly mounted on a square post atop

the piezoelectric dynamometer. Tool angles tback rake and

clearance angles) were then rough milled. The tools with

prescribed geometry were heated to approximately 1490°F and

rapid quenched in oil. Tempering at 4 0*F followed after

which the rake and clearance faces of the tool were surface

ground. This procedure produced tools of precise geometry

and approximately 62 HRC. The rake face was then honed

and hand polished to a mirror finish of 1 micron. Care was

also taken to insure a very sharp cutting edge for all

experiments.

To insure orthogonal cutting conditions, the tip of

the tool was maintained along the centerline of the disk

specimen as shown in Figure 4.10 for all tool geometries

used in the cutting experiments. Table 4.1 lists these

geometries.

In addition to the standard orthogonal tools, restricted

contact tools were made with 20 degree back rake angle. The

method of restricting the contact length is illustrated

in Figure 4.9
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AA BBBBB CCCCC DD EEE FFFFF

Figure 4.8. Information From a Single Video Frame as
Displayed on TV Monitor; AA: Test Number,
BBBBB: Horizontal Force, CCCCC: Vertical
Force, DD: Number of Disk Revolutions,
EEE: Disk Orientation Within Revolution
DD, FFFFF: Clock. See Figures 7.4 through
7.9 for Photographs of Actual Cutting
Experiments
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Table 4.1. In -situ Cutting Tool Geometries

TOOL BACK RAKE CLEARANCE CONTACT LENGTH

1 00 60 unrestricted

2 10 6 to

3 20 6 of

4 20 6 0.022	 in.

5 20 6 0.011	 in.

6 40 4 unrestricted

7 50 4 of
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CHAPTER V

ENERGY MODEL FOR METAL CUTTING

The Nature of the Tool Chip Contact

As discussed in the Literature Review (Chapter II), a

variety of mechanics models have been developed for shear

angle prediction. ?t can be seen Iron Figure 2.5 that these

approaches typically are not accurate for a wide range of

materials and conditions. These failings are due to a

variety of reasons including erroneous assumptions with

regard to secondary shearing and friction on the rake face

and its distribution over the contact length.

Typically, the distribution of stresses on the rake

face is assumed to be uniform for both normal and shear

stresses, as shown in Figure 5.1. This infers that sliding

friction occurs over the entire tool-chip contact length.

Recent studies (70, 71) have verified that the contact

region on the tool consists of two zones (see Figure 5.2).

One region (labelled I) is a zone located immediately above

the cutting edge where seizure (or "full sticking friction")

is present. Seizure has been defined by Wright, et. al.

(70) as a solid phase weld between the primary atomic bonds

of the tool and the atomically clean surface of the work-

piece. The last layer of material in the chip is therefore

98
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stationary against the tool with subsequent layers having

relative motion in shear, thereby creating a velocity

gradient. If weaker secondary bonds exist at the tool-chip

interface, then there will be relative motion between the

chip and tool, or sliding friction. This is the case in

zone II which lies beyond the seizure zone. Although work

material frequently adheres to the tool during machining, it

is difficult to determine if the adhesion takes place over

all or part of contact area. The use of transparent

saphire tools (69) to machine lead, aluminum and copper

materials have shown two distinct regions: 1) One region

where there was adhesion with material transfer to the

tool, and 2) A second region where no transfer took place.

In addition, the underside of the chip had two distinct

regions. The area in contact with zone I is featureless,

indicating intimate contact, while zone II has an impression

of transferred material on the tool. Thus, direct observa-

tion of the chip and tool-chip contact region reveals two

distinct zones.

Stress Distributions on the Rake Face

As originally modelled by Merchant (3) both the shear

and normal stresses are uniformly distributed (see Figure

5.1) on the rake face. Zorev's model (see Figure 5.2)

recognized the e.:istence of seizure and modelled the normal

stress, : f , to be a power function written as
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I f " °max I 
	 (5.1)

where °max is the maximum normal stress on the rake face,

x the distance from the point where the chip leaves the

tool and n the dower describing the s -Tess distribution (72).

The shear stress has assumed to remain constant over the

seizure length i s and decrease according to

T f	 Of	 u °max 
(^) n	 (5.2)

over the sl!Jing friction distance Z f , where u is the slid-

ing coefficient of friction.

Experimentally, stress distributions on the rake face

have been hound by photoelastic (73, 74) and split-tool

techniques (75, 76) . While the various studies do not

agree on the exact profile of the stress distributions or

their mathematical form, one important point is clear in

each study. The normal and shear stresses are not uni-

formly distributed on the rake face. In addition, all

studies have shown a distribution for the shear stress very

close to Zorev's with a uniform region ( zone I - seizure)

and nonlinear decreasing portion (zone II 	 sliding

friction). Where disagreement occurs is in the form of the

normal stress distribution. All researchers show it to

decrease from a maximum to minimum where the chip leaves

the rake face. However, some authors show it to decrease

continually while others show it r- have a uniform portion

shortly after the cutting edge. Despi , : this disagreement,

Zorev's model of secondary shear appears reasonable.
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Generalized Energy Model for Metal Cutting

The generalized energy method developed here uses the

basic framework of those developed previously (20, 21, 22)

by partitioning the energy in the cutting into two parts -

that due to shear, Ws , and that due to secondary shearing

and friction, Wf . However, a generalized stress model for

the rake face as developed by Zorev will be utilized(71)•

Figure 5.3 shows the stress distribution on the rake face

ander conditions of seizure and sliding where, redefining

the origin to be the tool tip, the normal stress, a f t may

be expressed as

where amax 
and n retain the same meaning as before and. Q

is total contact length. The shear stress may be parti-

tioned as follows

u max (2)n
	

0 < x < of
T r	 (5.4)

T 
	 Z  <x< ¢

Integrating Equation 5.3, the normal force on the rake

face may be found as

2

F	 f T rb 2 dx	 (5.5)
0

• ff trb 2 dx + f T rb 2dx	 (5.6)

o	 Z 

f f Wamax ( 4 b2dx 
+ f T fb 2 dx	 (5.7)

0	 Z 
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Figure 5.3. Model for Stress Distributions
on the Rake Face in Metal Cutting
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Similarly, the friction force, F, may be found as

uc	 b xl+n ^f
	 !^

max 2	 n	 + T fb 2x	 (5.8)

o	 f

1+n

= uQmax b2zfn	 + T fb 2 (¢-z f )	 (5.9)
(1+n) z

Tfb2zf + TO t	 (5.10)+n	 f 2 s

Tfb2	 +n( 	 ¢f + Y
(5.11>

The energy rates may now be partitioned. The shear

energy rate may be written as

Ws	 Fs 	 (5.12)

T 
s 
b 

1 
t 
1 Vc03(a

_ ( no )( cos O-a )	
(5.13)

T b t Vcos a
s sn-cos m=om	

( 5 . l4 )

The friction/secondary shear energy rate may be analogously

written as the product of friction force times the chip

velocity. Using the friction as derived in Equation (5.16)

W = FV
f	 v	 (5.15)

_ ( T fb 2 ( 2 s 
+ +n 

¢ f ))(
cosn b-a )

	
(5.16)

Suaming the energy rates, the total work rate, W, may be

written as

W = Ws + W 	 (5.17)
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T ab 1 t 1cola	 Tfb2V (Zs + ^)Zfsinm

• nicos -a ' +	 C040 - a) (5.18)

Assuming that the process will accommodate the deformation

geometry to consume the least energy, the optimal shear

angle may be found which yields the minimum energy rate.

A closed form solution cannot be found for this general

expression for W, so a computer - earch procedure must be

instituted. However, a closed form solution of equation

(5.18) can be found for a common special case in machining.

When there is zero back rake angle (a-0), the problem

simplifies considerably as follows

. 
I	

- Tsblt1V

Ws"a-0 sinmcos®	
(5.15)

Wfla-0 	 T fb 2 ( ^s + I"+n Q f ) Vtan(P	 (5.20)

which allows the energy rate to be rewritten as

T b t V

W ' s^ c— oem + T fb2^^s +n^f ) Vtanm	 (5.21)

The shear angle to g-ie minimum energy may therefore be

found by finding dW/dm as follows:

t b VT (-sin 2 o + Cos 2t
- 1 1 s	 +1 fb^V(Qs++^,l,_¢f)

sin ^D cos

sec 2 a - 0
	

(5.22)

- T sb l r l (1-cot 2 t) + T Fb 2 (t s+ 1	 - 0
	

(5.23)

s o T sb l t l + T fb 2 ( ^'s++n ^'f)	 Tsblticot2^
	

(5.24)
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T b t
tan 2^

	

	 s 1 1	 (5.25)
Tsbltl+Tfb2(zs +nR'f)

T 
s l lb t	 1/2

m • tan

	

	 )	 ( 5.26)
Tsbltl+T. 2(Zs+tn—'f)

Thus a simple closed form solution for the shear angle

exists in this case as a function of the ratio of shear

force to ehear and friction force as expressed in terms of

material properties (T s . T t. , preset cutting parameters

(b i t t 1 ) and measurable quantities (Zs, ^f , b2)'

The dynamic shear stress, T s , is a material property,

independent of cutting speed (35). T f may he approximated

by the yield of the material being machined (35)• Values of

yield strength should be used from high strain, rate tests

made at elevated temperat,:res to attempt to simulate high

strain rate metal cutting conditons. Values of i s and if

c-an be measured directly from the side of the chip (35). A

highly polished specimen will show flow lines in the chip

with seizure demonstrating flow lines which turn and run

parallel to the rake face. The distinction is clear under

high magnification and resolution.

Discussion

The model derived is general and applies to single as

well as polycrystals as long as orientation related

properties are known. From Figure 5.4 it is clear poly-

crystalline materials deform such that there is a strong
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linear relationship between shear angle and the proportion

of total work done in shear as indicated by the correlation

coefficient of 0.933 (77) ,	 The same type of relationship

holds true for various orientations of 1100 aluminum

single crystals machined by RamiLlingam and Hazra (19) as

shown in Figure 5.5. An even more interesting result is

shown when the crycrystalline brass, copper and 6061-T6

aluminum results are plotted along with the 1100 single

crystal results of various orientation (see Figure 5.6).

The results show a very strong linear correlation between

shear angle and the proportion of the total work expended

on the shear plane based on a total of 126 data points for

all materials. Thus it appears that the distribution of

energy between the primary shear plane and the secondary

shear plane uniquely determines the shear angle regardless

of material or crystallographic orientation although

orientation surely changes the relative amount of energy

expended in primary shear as shown in Figure 5.4. There-

fore, the generalized energy method developed should apply

equally as well to single crystals as it does to poly-

crystals given that the proper orientation dependent input

data is available. In addition, the energy method developed

is appealing in that it partitions the energy in an effort

to find the optimal deformation geometry which minimizes

the total energy.
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An important point to be noted is that the compression

deformation ahead of the tool will produce slip on favorable

(111) <110> slip systems. Despite this, the shear angle does

not correspond to a specific crystallographic slip system

and thus necessitates a deviation from standard single

crystal plasticity approaches.

Modified Energy Model

Recent experimental work by Horne ( ' 0) has shown

zone I to really be composed of two distinct portions. One

portion close to the tool tip does not exhibit seizure,

while the remainder of zone I displays adhesion. This gives

form to a stress distribution as shown in Figure 5.7 where

the large normal stresses near the tool tip reduce the

shear stress required to cause flow over the region Z s .
1

As the normal stress decreases, the shear stress increases

as a power function to T  (i.e., sticking friction) over

the length Z s and decreases as a power function over the
2

remaining distance z f of the contact length. Thus the

shear stress distribution may be written as

x n
u°max(Q^	

0 < Y < zf

r	 Tf 	 f < x < Qi
r

^Tf	
S i(

n. ) n 	 < x < Q

(5.27)
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m the Rake Face
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which is similar to Zorev's development with the exception

of the initial portion of the distribution. Similar to

the two zone shear model, the friction force, F, may be

found by integrating the shear stress over area of contact

on the rake force as

F	 T fb 2 (^ s	 sz	 + i	 +	 ^t)
1	 2

(5.28)

The rake energy rate can be analogously written as

1	 1
b t Vcos	 fb2(T;m s+	 s, +n f)Vsin
s 1 1	 1W '	 +s	 cos (O- CO 	 .:os D - a	

(5.29)
r. 

which for the case of zero back rake yields

^	 T b t
tan-1
	 s 1 1	 1	 I(5.30)

{^ sb l t l + T fb 2 (des1 +e s,+T+n'f	 J

Three Dimensional Response Surface for the Workrate in

Metal Cutting

Regardless of which model for the shear stress dis-

tribution on the rake face one considers, there are three

classes of variables (inputs) which control the work spent

in metal cutting. They are:

1. Material properties (i.e., T S , Tf)

2. Process parameters (i.e., V, bit t1)

3. Geometry of deformation (i.e., ^, a)

The dynamic shear stress (T s ) and friction shear

stress (T f
)are material dependent. The spe ,:d (V), depth

of cut (t 1 ), width of cut (b 1 ), and tool geometry (a) are

F
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set by the operator. However, the back rake angle does

constrain the deformation process. With the exception of

the bulk workpiece material, it is the only constraint

on the plastic deformation in chip formation. It there-

fore may be classified along with the shear angle as

defining the geometry of metal cutting. In fact, they

solely define the shear strain in chip formation. Viewing

the energy rate as a function of shear angle and back

rake angle yields a 3-dimensional concave response sur-

face or energy envelope, as shown in Figure 5.8.

The nature of the response surface is clarified by

selecting an example taken from the work of Wright and

Schmidt (21) for free machining steel, with the conditions

and properties listed in Table 5.1. Figure 5.9 displays

the work rate as a function of shear angle for various tool

geometries. From this figure it is clear that larger

positive rake angles take less energy and shear at larger

angles, indicating that a larger proportion of work is

done on the rake face. These observations from the model

are easily verifi.ad in practice. In addition, the form of

the workrate curves shows negative rake tools to have

distinct points of mini.num energy and to be highly sensi-

tive to changes in shear angle. Large positive rake

angles, however, have an energy rate which is fairly

insensit.^re to changes in shear direction. Thus, slight

changes in the workrate as in varying friction and secondary
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Table 5.1. Data Utilized 6or Energy Envelope
Calculations(

Properties
Dynamic Shear Stress, 7	 560 N/m 2
Friction Shear Stress, T	 195 N/mm

Tooling
Back rake angle, a	 0 degrees
Contact length, L 	 1.57mm
Material	 carbide

Cutting Parameters
Spud, V	 ISO m/min
Depth of Cut, t l	0.2 mm

Power Function
Coefficient, n	 t
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shear conditions, or second phase particles which alter

the dynamic shear stress, can radically effect the shear

angle. Therefore, cutting experiments to verify shear

angle relationships (which are typically run with positive

back rake angles) are very difficult even under highly

controlled conditions. However, the concept of a three-

dimensional energy envelope does explain at least qualita-

tively the chip formation process and with adequ&te infor-

mation, can form the basis of a good quantitative model.

r



CHAPTER VI

MIUSUREMENT OF SHEAR VELOCITY

The chip formation process is a complex one where

material is compressed ahead of the tool before it is

sheared on a virtually flat, thin plane, defined by the

shear angle, t. After shearing, the chip slides along

the rake face of the tool which is incli.ntd at an angle,

a, from the vertical. Thus, the material enters the

shearing process at some cutting speed, V, and shears with

velocity Vs which is inclined from the horizontal by the

shear angle, s. After shearing, the chip rides over the

tool (vertical inclination of a) with a chip velocity Vc.

This is shown in Figure 6.1 and is known as the Velocity

Traingle where the shear and chip velocity are geometri-

cally defined as

V 	 cossi0 - a	
V	 (6.1)

cos a
Vs cos (0a') 

V	 (6.2)

in accordance with Merchant's assumptions as listed in

Chapter II.

It is important to realize that these relationships

are based on, and calculated from the shear angle which

120
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Figure 6.1. Velocity Triangle in Metal Cutting
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is not directly measurable in a standard experiment. It is

calculated by measuring the chip thickness and assuming

that no sidespread occurs during the deformation.

The Velocity Triangle is a standard metal cutting

mechanics result. It is constructed from numerous geo-

metric assumptions of how the cutting process behaves.

Thus it mirrors the most basic of the assumptions in the

underlying theory. In addition, the shear and chip

velocities are an integral part of any model which attempts

to partition energy rates such as the ones presented in

Chapter V.

However, the Velocity Triangle has never been verified.

The only record of chip velocity measurement uses a weight

attached to the chip with the velocity calculated by

timing the weight of the chip over a known drop distance

(79)• No record of shear velocity measurement exists.

The difficulty of measuring either quantity, particularly

the shear velocity, is obvious due to the scale of the

deformation and the exceptionally high strain rates of

the process.

In order to perform an experiment capable of accurate-

ly measuring the shear and chip velocity and be able to

compare it to the mechanics calculation, it is necessary

to be able to directly measure the shear angle and to be

able to view the ohear front propagation in a material with

an appropriate method of propagation distance and time
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measurement. The in-situ lathe experiments possesses each

of these attributes. The recording of the deformation

enables the direct measurement of the shear angle. A

2024-T36 aluminum disk was used which forms a highly dis-

continuous chip allowing for easy tracking of the shear

front. The distance traveled by the crack can be directly

measured from the screen with the appropriate scaling

factor while utilizing the freeze-frame capability of the

video recorder. With the time clock also displayed on

each frame, the shear velocity can be measured. The chip

velocity is measured analogously by following the previous

shear parallel to the rake face. Figures 6.2 and 6.3 show

the ease with which the shear front may be seen and thus

tracked. The elapsed time between the two micrographs is

3/60 of a second. The methodology developed was used for

eight tooling geometries and shown to be fairly accurate

when compared to the velocities calculated from the

mechanics. The average error is only 8.3 percent for the

shear velocity and 9.6 percent for the chip velocity,

excluding the 20 degree back rake angle tests with unre-

stricted and 0.022 inch contact lengths. In both cases

the beginning of the formation of built-up edge was

observed causing the measured chip velocity to be far less

than the calculated. Full results along with measured

shear angle are shown in Tables 6.1 and 6.2.
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Figure 6.2. luitial Stages of Shear Front
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The measured velocities are plotted in Figure 6.4

against the tool geometry (bake rake angle) for a constant

measured input speed of 0.0192 inches/second. The corre-

lation for both measured quantities is highly linear as

expected by the mechanics (Equations 6.1 and 6.2) with

correlation coefficients of -0.961 for the shear velocity

and +0.891 for the chip velocity. The trend of both

curves is also as expected. Larget rake tools cause the

process to shear at larger shear angles, and the chip

velocity should and does increase with the associated

decrease in shear velocity. Based on the assumptions of

orthogonal machining, it is a geometric consequence that

the shear and chip velocities be equal when the rake

face of the tool and hence the chip velocity direction are

inclined at 45 degrees. The experimental observations

show this to be approximately true.

One additional point is that the shear and chip

velocities calculated are average values. The large shear

velocities and short time needed for the shear front to

propagate from the tip of the cutting tool to the free

surface do not allow for the shear velocity to be tracked

over time. However, the shear velocity was not observed

to vary greatly during its propagation.
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It is also clear that restricting the contact length

to reduce the area over which the chip slides, reduces

the frictional energy rate which increases the shear angle.

The same result is true for polycrystalline copper, the

results of which are shown in Table 6.3.

It is clear from this initial study that the mechanics

derived by Merchant are in fact quite close to the

measured results for the Velocity Triangle. This repre-

sents the first verification of Equations 6.1 and 6.2 since

they were developed thirty -six years ago.
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Table 6.3. Results of Controlled Contact Polycrystalline
Copper Experiments

Tool Geometry

Back Rake	 Contact
(deg.)	 !in.)

Shear Angle, t

(deg.)

20 Unrestricted 8-9

20 .022 11-12

20 .011 15-17



CHAPTER VII

SINGLE CRYSTAL MACHINING RESULTS

Introduction

All previously published single crystal machining

results have performed orthogonal linear cuts on a very

limited number of orientations. Therefore, all previous

single crystal work draws conclusions from a very limited

data base. By utilizing single crystal disk specimens and

machining around the periphery, an infinite number of ori-

entations may be examined in a systamatic manner. This

allows for an orderly examination of many orientations as

well as an investigation of the patterns which may occur

due to the crystallography.

As stated in Chapter T 17 , disks of single crystal (001)

zone axis aluminum and copper are used. All tests were

run at a nominal speed of 0.0218 incites/second for the 1k

inch diameter copper disks and 0.0175 inches/second for the

1 inch diameter aluminum disks (0.33 revolutions/minute on

the disk), with a 0.0045 inch depth of cut. While leaving

the cutting parameters the same, only the tool geometry

was varied. The aluminum w:.as cut with 20°, 30°, 40° and

50° back rake angles while copper was machined with back

rakes of 0°, 20° and 40°. The 0 0 back rake on copper and

131
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back rake on copper and 20' back rake on aluminum did not,

however, produce good results. In both cases, there was

too much deformation and side-spread to accurately measure

the shear angle or to have faith in the force measurements.

Data and results for all tests performed are shown in

Appendices A to D.

Results

Raw data was collected every five degrees of crystal

rotation for all tests. With the video recorder stopped on

a single frame, the measured component forces (FH , Fv),

shear angle (6) and crystallographic orientation relative

to the scribed "zero" were recorded. Both component forces

as well as the shear angle were found to repeat in a con-

sistent manner relative to the crystalography with the

approximately sinusoidal pattern repeated every one-quarter

revolution. This is to be expected since a (001) zone axis

was chosen for the disk and the orientation presented to

the cutting tool repeats every ninety degrees. The hori-

zontal and vertical components are graphed in Figures 7.1

and 7.2 for a 40 degree back rake cutting tool with aluminum.

Appendices E and F contain these plots for all tests run.

In each case, both component forces are minimum when a

<100> Butting direction is achieved. The maximum, however,

does not occur when the disk is rotated 45 degrees such that

the cut is parallel to a (111} <110> slip system. The

maximum forces occur after another 15-20 degrees of

emu,... . .
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rotation due to the complexity of the chip formation

process. As the <110> cutting direction is appriached, the

forces of deformation increase, which should tend to

activate additional slip systems, thus causing the offset.

This offset was found in both aluminum and copper and

correlates to the results found in single crystal tensile

tests(37).

By the same reasoning, the shear angle has the same

period as the cutting forces but achieves its maximum value

during the (100] direction of cut since the (111) (110]

(easy) slip system is aligned at 45 degrees to the cutting

direction.

The minimum shear angle corresponds to degrees where

forces are maximum and the (111) (110] slip system was

rotated approximately 150 degrees past the cutting direction.

This is shown in Figure 7.3, as well as Appendix G. Thus,

the shear angle acts inversely to the cutting forces.

In the standard metal cutting experiment, the shear

angle is calculated by measuring the thickness of the de-

formed chip. However, visually measuring the shear angle

is far more accurate, especially when one considers that

the varying shear angle is mirrored in the :hip by having

a continually changing chip thickness which would be

virtually impossible to measure accurately and identify

the exact crystallographic orientation. Figures 7.4 to 7.6

show the radical change in shear angle and acQompanying
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UI;IGINAU PAGE'
BLACK AND %M I L PHOTOU"kAPH

Figure 7.4. Favorable Orientation for
Copper With 40° Tool
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Figure 7.5. Orientation Between the Minimum and
Maximum Shear Angles for Copper With
40° Tool
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Figure 7.6. Unfavorable Orientation for
Copper With 40° Tool



chip thickness for single crystal copper cut Witt

degree back rake angle. Figure 7.4 in particular, clearly

shows the rapid transition in chip thickness which results

when a favorable orientation is presented to the tool. The

favorable orientation results when the (100] cutting direc-

tion is approached. The same results occur when the tool

geometry is changed to a 20 degree back rake angle. Figure

7.7 shows the transition in chip thickness for this case.

Single crystal aluminum exhibited the same results for

each tool geometry tested. Figure 7.8 shows an unfavorable

orientation for a 40 degree tool. The orientation pictured

in Figure 7.9 is a favorable one resulting in a large shear

angle (with a 30 degree rake tool) and also displays the

rapid transition from thick chip to thin chip.

As a natural consequence of the periodicity of the

cutting forces and shear angle, the component forces which

act on the shear plane and tool-chip interface also vary

with the same period and phase as the cutting force

components. Forces on the shear plane as shown in Figures

7.10 and 7.11 (and Appendices H and I) while forces on the

rake face are shown in Figures 7.12 and 7.13 (and Appendices

J and K). In addition the normal and shear stresses on the

shear plane vary approximately sinusoidally in phase with

the forces as shown in Figures 7.14 and 7.15 (and Appendices

L and M).

.	 .............	.........
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Figure 7.7. Radical Change in Chip Thickness
for Copper With 20° Tool
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Figure 7.8. Unfavorable Orientation for
Aluminum With 40° Tool
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Variation of the horizontal cutting force necessitates

the same trend in the specific power since it is calculated

sirected from the horizontal force (see Figure 7.16 and

Appendix N). Likewise, the proportion to total energy con-

sumed in shear will •,nary with the same period and phase as

the cutting forces as shown in Figure 7.17 and Appendix 0.

While both the friction and normal forces on the rake

face vary periodically with a minimum achieved with a [100]

cutting direction, the coefficient of friction is offset

from this by 45 degrees. The apparent anomaly can be

e: , lained by noticing that despite the same period and

phase, the component forces change at different rates. Thus

the ratio of them varies, but is 45 degrees out of phase as

shown in Figure 7.18 and Appendix P. When interpreting the

variation of the proportion of shear energy, it is clear

that the coefficient of friction must be offset. When the

proportion of energy in shear is maximum, it follows that

the proportion due to friction and hence the coefficient of

friction must be minimum.

While the shear strain is a function only of the shear

angle, its phase is offset. by approximately fourty-five

degrees as shown in Figure 7.19 and Appendix Q. However,

this result becomes clear when realizing the steeper the

shear angle, the closer the directin y ;` easy slip and shear

plane align, thereby decreasing the necessary cross-slip and

shear strain.

IF -
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Discussion of Results

Virtually every measurable and calculable quantity

shows repeatable four-fold symmetry during a complete revo-

lution about the disk. As alluded to in the previous

section, in each case the crystal orientation can explain

the repeatable sinusoidal variation. Specifically, the

orientation of the (111)(110) and (111)(1101 easy slip

systems relative to the cutting direction define the phase

for each. Table 7.1 summarizes the phase and period for

each quantity. When the crystal is rotated such that the

easy slip systems are oriented at 45 degrees to the cutting

direction, then the shear plane is approximately aligned

with the crystallographic slip systems of largest Schmidt

factor which results in the maximum shear angle. As a

result, the component forces on either shear plane or rake

face are minimum as are the shear and normal stress on the

shear plane.

Interestingly, the forces on the rake face, while in

phase vary at different rates causing the coefficient of

friction to oscilate every ninety degrees but approximately

45 degrees out of phase with the component forces such that

the maximum friction occurs simultaneously with minimum

forces. This explains why the proportion of energy con-

sumed in shear is a minimum at this point. This result is

supported by the single crystal friction work of Steijn(77)

who found that face centered cubic materials (including

rr71
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Table 7.1. Summary of the Effect of Orientation
in the Machining of Single Crystals

Quantity Symmetry Approximate position of (111)
[1101	 and (111)	 (1101	 East
Slip Systems Relative to Cutting
Direction

Minimum Maximum

F 4-fold 450 parallel

Fv 4-fold 450 parallel

F 4-fold 450 !	 parallel

Fn 4-fold 450 parallel

F 4-Fold 450 I	 parallel

N 4-fold 450 parallel

R 4-fold 45" parallel

DIR 0-a) 4-fold 450 parallel

TAU (T S ) 4-fold 450 parallel

SN	 (an) 4-fold 45' parallel

HPU (hPu) 4-fold 450 parallel

MU	 (u) 4-fold parallel 450

STR (y) 4-fold parallel 450

PUS (us /u) 4-fold parallel 450

PHI 4-fold parallel 450

* Small offset noted, varying with material and back
rake angle.
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copper) have a larger coefficient of friction in the (1101

direction than the (1001 direction. The maximum friction

occurs in the (1001 cutting direction, when the rake face

of the tool is inclined at 30 to 50 degrees and is approxi-

mately parallel to the (1101 direction, thus having maximum

friction. Conversely, minimum friction occurs with a 11101

cutting direction when the (1001 direction is approximately

parallel to the rake face.

These results are also consistent with the observed

,direction of shear. A (1001 cutting direction produces the

largest shear angles since there are two easy slip systems

aligned at 45 degrees to the cutting direction, which is

approximately parallel to the shear angle. Thus, the maxi-

mum shear angle occurs with a [1001 cutting direction where

there are two highly favorably oriented ease slip systems

as indicated by the fact that the orientation has the

minimum resolved shear stress. The alignment of the mini-

mum shear stress is consistent for the aluminum but appears

to shift for the copper, most probably due to the enormous

sidespread, particularly in the (1101 cutting direction.

In addition, the favorable (1001 direction also has the

minimum proportion of energy due to shear due to high

friction. These results clearly show up by the thickness

of the chip or the direct measurement of shear angle.

However, it is also mirrored in the chip morphology.

.1-A
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The surface character as well as the lamella thickness

vary with crystallographic orientation on the free surface of

the chip. Figure 7.20 shows the transition from an unfavor-

able (1101 cutting direction at the bottom to the more fav-

orable one at the top as the cutting direction approaches

the (1001 direction for a single crystal copper specimen with

20 degree back rake tool. The unfavorable cutting direction

yields a thick chip characterized by a rough, wavey surface.

As the more favorable orientation is apprcached, the chip

thins, the roughness of the surface decreases and the thick-

ness of the lamella decreases. This result was characteris-

tic for both single crystal copper and aluminum for any

geometry tool and is illustrated in Figures 7.21 to 7.26 for

the favorable and unfavorably oriented cutting directions.

This relationship between the lamella spacing and orienta-

tion is verified qualitatively by the single crystal copper

results of William and Gane (51) . It also verifies qualita-

tively what is expected from the crystallography on the

free surface of the chip and calculated from the mechanics

in terms of measured shear strains. A (1001 cutting

direction is the most favorably oriented for machining as
discussed earlier. It is expected and found that this

orientation produces the lowest strains as shown in

Figure 7.19 and Appendix Q. Thus, the favorable orientation

produces the highest shear angle and the associated lowest

strain with finer lamella spacing indicating that the
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Figure 7.20. Trsnsition From Unfavorable (Bottom)
to Favorable Orientation on a Copper
Chip With 20° Tcol (100X)
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Figure 7.21. Unfavorable Orientation on Copper
Chip With 20° Tool (100X)
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E PI 10 TOGRAPA

Figure 7.22. Favorable Orientation on Copper
Chip With 20' Tool (100X)
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Figure 7.23. Unfavorable Orientation on Aluminum
Chip With 30° Tool (100X)
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Figure 7.24. Favorable Orientacion on Aluminum
Chip With 30 0 Tool (100X)
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ORIGINAL PAISE
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Figure 7.25, Unfavorable Orientation on Aluminum
Chip With 40° Tool (100X)
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Figure 7.26. Favorable Orientation on Aluminum
Chip for 40° Tool (100X)
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strain rate probably becomes quite large when the (111)(1101

and (111)(1101 easy slip system align approximately with

the shear angle such that little cross slip is necessary.

The shear angle was found to be strongly correlated

to the normal stress on the shear plane (see Figure 7.27 and

Appendix R) as well as the proportion of total energy con-

sumed on the shear plane (see Figure 7.28 and Appendix S).

The relationship between the proportion of energy in shear

and the shear angle i. ', very strong and exists for both

single and polycrystalline metals. It should be noted,

however, that for some conditions the same proportion of

energy can produce two distinct measured shear angle

values. This appears to happen close to the (1001 and

(1101 directions where the slope of both the measured

forces and shear angle change most rapidly. it is possible

at these points for there to be a slight lag in the meas-

ured forces since they are displayed only every 0.05

seconds. The correlation might also be affected since

these are the directions of minimum and maximum sidespread

respectively and all of the computed mechanics are based on

the assumption of no sidespread.

It is apparent from the results that the dynamic

shear stress varies with crystallographic orientation in

a repeatable and predictable wanner for both copper and

aluminum. Also, the results show a clear difference in

:
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the dynamic shear stress as a function of the back rake

angle. Figure 7.29 shows the shear stress decreasing with

larger rake angles accompanied by an increase in shear angle

as shown in Figure 7.30 for aluminum. Copper shows the same

trend with values for dynamic shear stress and shear angle

given in Table 7.2. This is a result never before uncovered

but should be expected since changing the tool geometry

c=hanges the only external constraint to the process, which

should in turn change the geometry of the deformation (shear

angle) and the magnitude of the resolved shear stress

(dynamic shear stress, T s ). Also, if one examines the re-

sultant force, R, which acts on the shear plane and rake

face as well as its direction (DIR - $-a) of application as

measured from the horizontal, both a y e found to vary

sinusoidally with minimum in the (100] direction and maximum

in the [110] direction as shown in Figures 7.31 and 7.32 and

Appendices R and S. Increasing the rake angle decreases the

resultant for=e, R, and further inclines the angle of appli-

cation. Thus, smaller rake angles apply larger, more

direct loads to deform the single crystal with an accompany-

ing increase in resolved shear stress.

The flow stress dependence of copper on crystallo-

graphic orientation is well documented in metal cutting

(51,52,53). In addition, Mlitchell (37) has documented the

orientation dependence of the yield strength in tensile

deformation from many sources. Most machining experiments
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on aluminum, however, fail to show any effect of crystallo-

graphic orientation on flow stress
(19,52,54) . This was

generally explained by the differences in stacking fault

energy between aluminum and copper. Aluminum with high

stacking fault energy (200 ergs/cm) and narrowly separated

partial dislocations was thought to be able to recombine

easily, thus the orientation independence of the flo, .a stress.

However, aluminum does show an orientation dependence of

the critical resolved shear stress in tensile deformation

(37'79). The primary reason for the opposite result and

conclusion in metal cutting lies in the specific orienta-

tions selected for cutting. The orientations selected by

Ramalingam and Hazra (19) were random, thus they were unable

to select orientations which might represent the extremes

in terms of their flow stress nor were they able to look

for systematic variations. Horne (52) machined a limited

number of orientations for both copper and aluminum. Closer

examination of his results shows that the (110)(1101

orientation gave the lowest resolved shear stress for

copper. This favorable orientation was not, however, run

for aluminum, thus making it difficult to draw a comparative

conclusion between the orientation dependence of aluminum

and copper.

Thus, the results obtained in this study for aluminum

,-.re c .isistent with single crystal tensile data and differ

from current machining results due to the orientations cut.
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There is, however, one machining study which selected four

of the orientations cut on the aluminum disk specimen(80).

The cutting conditions, using a 35 degree back rake angle,

0.004 each depth of cut and 0.065 in/sec are also close to

those usea during the in-situ testing. The results of Sat&,

et.al. clearly demonstrate the orientation dependence of

the flow stress in metal. cutting. The shear stress values

generated at each orientation were also close to those

calculated from the in-situ testing.

Current literature does not agree whether the dynamic

shear stress for a polycrystalline material attains the

average or the most unfavorable stress developed in the

machining of single crystals. it appears from this research

that the pol;crystalline material takes on an average value

over all orientations and all back rake angles. Referring

to 9 as the designation for orientation and a fcr the back

rake angle, the polycrystalline shear stress may be

expressed as

Ts

	

	
jaj8 T s (9,a) a8 de dra (7.1)

polycrystalline

or designating the absolute orientation between the tool

rake face the the crystal as A*,

Ts ,polycrystalline = je* 
T s (9 * ) 9 * de*	(7.2)

Thus, single crystal machining results may be extended to

gain an understanding of the polycrystalline material.
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CONCLUSIONS

Metal cutting is a unique deformation process charac-

terized by large strains, exceptionally high strain rates

and few constraints to the deformation. These factors,

.long with the difficulty of directly measuring the shear

angle, make chip formation difficult to model And understand.

One technique for skirting the difficulty of post mortsm

chip measurement is to perform a crating experiment

dynamically in a scanning electrcn microscope.

The performance of the in-situ experiment with full

instrumentation which allows for component force measure-

ment, orientation measurement_ (on a round single crystal

disk) and a timing device, all superimposed below the de-

formation on the T. V. monitor and recorded for future

viewing. This allows the shear angle to be directly

measured for the screen along with the other needed

information. This method allows for a much more accurate

determination of the shear angle. In addition, the experi-

meet is performed in a highly controlled and consistent

environment where high magnification and resclution viewing

of the process is possible and can be used to gain a better

quantitative and qualitat ve understanding of the process.

177
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Thus, in-situ machining provides a unique opportunity for

studying the metal cutting process.

The machining of polycrystalline 2024-T351 aluminum

allowed for the dz-curate measurement of both the shear and

chip velocities. Both quantities were found to be reason-

ably clone to the theoretical values calculated from the

mechanics. Thus, the velocity triangle for metal cutting

was verified. This represents the first measurement and

verification of the shear and chip velocities since the

mechanics formulation was published 36 years ago.

The in-situ deformation of single crystal aluminum

and copper through continuously changing orientations within

the microscope provides a unique opportunity to study single

crystal deformation over a wide range of orientations in an

orderly manner. Machining around the periphery of a (001)

zone axis disk produced four-fold symmetry of measured force

components (both vertical and horizontal) and shear angle.

The [1001 cutting direction rtovad to be the mor.c favorable

with lowest forces and highest shear angle since two slip

systems, the (111)[1101 and (111)[1101 are aligned at 45

degrees to the cutting direction, approximately parallel

to the shear angle. The minimum resolved shear stress was

also found in thi-, orientation. For the analogous reason-

ing, the forces and shear stress are maximum and shear

angle minimum at the same orientation, which is somewhat

offset from the [1101 cutting direction.
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All component forces on the shear plane and rake face

maintain the same period and phase as the measured compo-

nents as does the specific horsepower and shear strain.

Friction, however, is in phase with the shear angle. ThL

(100) cutting direction yields the highest coefficient of

friction on the rake face since the (1101 direction is

approximately parallel to the rake face. The high friction

causes the proportion of energy in shear to be a minimum in

this orieatataion with -he resulting large shear angle.

For this reason, the proportio-: of energy in shear has a

high correlation to the measured shear angle.

Chip morphology was also found to correlate to crystal-

ographic orientation with the favorable (100] direction

having finely spaced lamella and the unfavorable (110]

direction having widely spaced lamella.

The resolved shear stress and shear angle were also

found to be dependent on tool geometry (back rake angle).

This should be expected since changing the inclination of

the rake face changes the only constraint to the process.

This manifests itself by having lower rake angle tools

deform the single crystal with a larger, more direct- acting

resultant force which causes a higher resolved s'riear stress

at lower shear angles. The dynamic shear stress for a

polycrystalline fcc metal was also found to be the average

resolved shear stress value over all crystallographic

orientations and all tool geometries.
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Thus, the in-situ machining of single cryetals has

helped to explain how the cutting process operates as

well as how single crystal results may be applied at an

elementary level towards an understanding of the behavior

of polycrystalline materials in machining.

The results presented Ln this dissertation represent

a first study in the use of a fully instrumented in-situ

machine tool to understand the metal cutting. Much of the

work done represents the first such experimentation of its

kind due to the unique opportunity presented by the in-situ

apparatus which allows full instrumentation as well as a

permanent visual record of the deformation. However, these

experiments and the results derived thereof represent

only a small fraction of the potential value of in-situ

machining experiments.

Fully instrumented in-situ machining has the potential

to greatly extend the current state of knowledge in chip

formation. The apparatus designed could be used to study

1. The formation and dynamic stability of the built-

up Edge as well as the effect of workpiece material,

cutting tool (geometry, material, surface prepara-

tion), and depth of cut.

2. The role of the nose radius of the cutting tool

in determining the mode of material deformation

(machining or rubbing) as the incursion depth is

varied.
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3. The affect of controlling the contact length on

the rake face of the cool. This would allow a

high controlled study of this area as well as the

ability to extend this work into the general area

of chip curl and the use and mechanics of chip
breakers.

4. The nature and distribution of secondary shear on

the rake face.

5. The dynamics and formation of the fundamental

shear front-lamellae structure in metal cutting.

6. The effect and dynamics of inclusions on the metal

cutting process and their influence on machin-
ability.

7. The effect of crystallography on the chip formation

for BCC single crystal metals.

8. The effect of crystallography on the chip formation

of HCP single crystal metals.

9. The effect of nose radius on the phenomena of major

and minor force peaks(53,54)

With some retrofitting, the apparatus designed could control

the bulk workpiece temperature. A full range of experiments

dealing with temperature effects in metal cutting could

then be ierformed with special emphasis on the change in

machining properties (dynamic shear stress, specific horse-

power, frictional shear stress) and geometry (shear angle).

In addition, the influence temperature of crystallographic

effects could be studied.
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In conclusion, fully-instrumented in-situ devices fur

plastic deformation hold tr•.,iondous potential towards the

development of a full understanding of plastic deformation

processes and should continue to receive attention in the

future.

IN
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